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To respond to the requirement of stakeholders, this report will demonstrate the company's 
concepts, management activities, events and achievement in environmental and social 
governance and sustainable development. 

Report Standard 
Besides complying with the relevant regulations and requirements of the "Environmental, 
Social and Governance Reporting. Guide (the ESG Guide)" of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 
(hereinafter referred to as the "HKSE") and the Shanghai Stock Exchange's "Guidelines for 
Environmental Information Disclosure of Listed Companies in Shanghai Stock Exchange", the 
report also extensively refers to the "Sustainability Reporting Guidelines" of Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI), the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences "China Corporate Social Responsibility 
Reporting Guide Framework (CASS-CSR4.0)" and other domestic and foreign social responsibility 
reporting standards. 

Report Scope 

Unless otherwise specified, this report covers the headquarters, branches and subsidiaries of 
China Aluminum International Engineering Corporation Limited. 

Data Source 
Unless otherwise specified, the information and data cited in this report come from the 
company's official documents, statistical reports and financial reports, as well as environmental 
and social governance information that has been collected, aggregated and audited by the 
company. 

Time Range 
From January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020. Part of the content might appropriately trace 
historical data. 

Terms and Description 
For ease of readability, "CHALIECO""the Company""we" refer to the headquarters, branches 
and subsidiaries of China Aluminum International Engineering Corporation Linited.Unless 
otherwise specified, "yuan" in terms of currency represents "RMB yuan". 

Reporting Period 
This report is an annual report. 

Report Access 
Our publications in Chinese simplified/English, traditional Chinese/English are available to view 
and download on the websites of official website of CHALIECO, the websites of the HKSE or 
Shanghai Stock Exchange. 
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.FTTBHF�GSPN�UIF�$IBJSNBO

5IF�ZFBS������IBT�XJUOFTTFE�NBOZ�SFNBSLBCMF�FWFOUT��'BDJOH�UIF�$PWJE����QBOEFNJD�BOE�HPJOH�BHBJOTU�UIF�
FDPOPNJD�IFBEXJOET�IPNF�BOE�BCSPBE�$)"-*&$0�IBT�NBEF�DPODFSUFE�FPSUT�PG�BMM�UIF�MFWFMT�UP�PWFSDPNF�
EJDVMUJFT�BDUJWFMZ�BOE�PSEFSMZ�JNQMFNFOU�FQJEFNJD�QSFWFOUJPO�BOE�DPOUSPM�WJHPSPVTMZ�SFTVNF�XPSL�BOE�
QSPEVDUJPO�EFFQFO�SFGPSNT�BOE�BEKVTUNFOUT�BOE�QSPNPUF�IJHI�RVBMJUZ�EFWFMPQNFOU�PG�UIF�DPNQBOZ�UP�
BDIJFWF�OFX�SFTVMUT��
8F�VQIPME� UIF�DSBGUTNBOTIJQ� UP� DSFBUF�IJHI�RVBMJUZ�QSPKFDUT��5IF�RVBMJUZ� MJFT�BU� UIF�IFBSU�PG�
DSBGUTNBOTIJQ��$PNNJUUFE�UP�UIF�QVSTVJU�PG�RVBMJUZ�BOE�TBGFUZ�$)"-*&$0�IBT�DBSSJFE�PVU�TUBOEBSEJ[FE�
QSPKFDU�NBOBHFNFOU�JNQSPWFE�QSPKFDU�RVBMJUZ�TZTUFN�DPOUJOVPVTMZ�JOOPWBUFE�BOE�PQUJNJ[FE�DPOTUSVDUJPO�
NFUIPET�DPOUJOVJOH�UP�TUSFOHUIFO�QSPKFDU�TVQFSWJTJPO�BOE�DBTU�IJHI�RVBMJUZ�QSPKFDUT�XJUI�UIF�TQJSJU�PG�
DSBGUTNBOTIJQ�� � *O������UIF����UI�(FOFSBUJPO�5IJO�'JMN�5SBOTJTUPS�-JRVJE�$SZTUBM�%JTQMBZ�%FWJDF�1SPKFDU�JO�
9JBOZBOH�XPO�UIF�/BUJPOBM�2VBMJUZ�&OHJOFFSJOH�(PME�"XBSE��.POUBEBMBU�BMVNJOVN�QMBUF�BOE�TUSJQ�QSPKFDU�JO�
*OOFS�.POHPMJB�XJUI�PVUQVU�PG��������UPO�ZFBS�BOE�JOEVTUSJBMJ[BUJPO�PG�MJUIJVN�CBUUFSZ�DBUIPEF�NBUFSJBMT�GPS�
WFIJDMFT�BOE�JUT�HSFFO�UFDIOPMPHZ�USBOTGPSNBUJPO�QSPKFDUT�XPO�UIF�/BUJPOBM�2VBMJUZ�&OHJOFFSJOH�"XBSE��
8F�EFFQMZ� JNQMFNFOU� JOOPWBUJPO�ESJWFO�EFWFMPQNFOU�UP�TUJNVMBUF�UIF�WJUBMJUZ�PG�UFDIOPMPHJDBM�
JOOPWBUJPO��"EIFSJOH�UP�JOOPWBUJPO�ESJWFO�QPMJDJFT�$)"-*&$0�JODSFBTFT�JOWFTUNFOU�JO�TDJFOUJD�SFTFBSDI�
BDUJWFMZ�DBSSZJOH�PVU�3�%�BOE�BDDFMFSBUJOH�UIF�USBOTGPSNBUJPO�BOE�BQQMJDBUJPO�PG�JOOPWBUJWF�UFDIOPMPHJDBM�
BDIJFWFNFOUT�UP�QSPNPUF�UIF�MPX�DBSCPO�BOE�TVTUBJOBCMF�EFWFMPQNFOU�PG�UIF�OPO�GFSSPVT�NFUBM�JOEVTUSZ��
*O������$)"-*&$0�JOOPWBUFE�UP�EFWFMPQ�UIF�DPSF�EFWJDF�PG�UIF�BMVNJOVN�FMFDUSPMZTJT�NVMUJGVODUJPOBM�
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VOJU� JOOPWBUJWFMZ�EFWFMPQFE�CZ�$)"-*&$0�SFBMJ[FE�UIF�VQHSBEF�PG�UIF�XIPMF�QSPDFTT�PG�QSPEVDUJPO�BOE�
DIBOHFPWFS�BOE�QBTTFE�UIF�FWBMVBUJPO�BOE�BDDFQUBODF�PSHBOJ[FE�CZ�UIF�.JOJTUSZ�PG�*OEVTUSZ�BOE�*OGPSNBUJPO�
5FDIOPMPHZ��1SFDJTJWF�EFQUI�BEKVTUNFOU�BOE�FOFSHZ�TBWJOH�TFU�PG�UFDIOPMPHZ�GPS�VMUSB�MBSHF�BMVNJOVN�
FMFDUSPMZUJD�DFMM�XJUI���QPXFS�TVQQMZ�IBT�CFFO�TVDDFTTGVMMZ�BQQMJFE�JO�NBOZ�EPNFTUJD�FOUFSQSJTFT��
8F�BMXBZT�QVU�FDPMPHZ�GJSTU�BOE� JOTJTU�PO�HSFFO�EFWFMPQNFOU��$)"-*&$0�DPOUJOVFT�UP�EFFQFO�UIF�
DPOTUSVDUJPO�PG�FDPMPHJDBM�DJWJMJ[BUJPO�BDDFMFSBUF�3�%�BOE�BQQMJDBUJPO�PG�HSFFO�UFDIOPMPHJFT�BOE�DVMUJWBUF�
OFX�NPNFOUVNT�PG�HSFFO�EFWFMPQNFOU�� *O������XF�IBWF�TVDDFTTGVMMZ�EFWFMPQFE�FOFSHZ�TBWJOH�BOE�
FOWJSPONFOU�GSJFOEMZ�UFDIOPMPHJFT�TVDI�BT�IZESPNFUBMMVSHZ�QSPDFTT�OFX�UFDIOPMPHZ�GPS�MFBE�BOPEF�TMJNF�
USFBUNFOU�3%1�GVMM�QSPDFTT� JOUFHSBUJPO�QSFDJTF�BOE�DPMMBCPSBUJWF�QBTUF�GJMMJOH�UFDIOPMPHZ�UP� JNQSPWF�
SFTPVSDF�VUJMJ[BUJPO�BOE�SFEVDF�FNJTTJPOT�BOE�FOFSHZ�DPOTVNQUJPO��#FTJEFT�$)"-*&$0�BDUJWFMZ�JOTJTUT�PO�
HSFFO�UFDIOPMPHZ�HSFFO�TVSWFZ���DPOTUSVDUJPO�HSFFO�PQFSBUJPO�BOE�HSFFO�QSPKFDU�EFWFMPQNFOU�UP�DPOUSJCVUF�
UP�UIF�DPOTUSVDUJPO�PG�B�CFBVUJGVM�$IJOB��
8F�TFJ[F�UIF�PQQPSUVOJUJFT�CSPVHIU�CZ�UIF�#FMU�BOE�3PBE�*OJUJBUJWF�UP�BDDFMFSBUF�PVS�PWFSTFBT�CVTJOFTT�
EFQMPZNFOU��3FMZJOH�PO�UIF�UFDIOPMPHZ�MFE�JOUFOTJWF�EFWFMPQNFOU�NPEFM� �$)"-*&$0�QSPWJEFT�WBSJPVT�
TFSWJDFT� JODMVEJOH�FOHJOFFSJOH�EFTJHO�BOE�DPOTVMUJOH�FOHJOFFSJOH�QSPKFDU�DPOUSBDUJOH�BOE�FRVJQNFOU�
TVQQMZ�GPS�B�OVNCFS�PG�PWFSTFBT�QSPKFDUT�QSPNPUJOH�$IJOBT�BMVNJOVN�JOEVTUSZ�UP�FYQPSU�JUT�UFDIOPMPHZ�
FRVJQNFOU�BOE�NBOBHFNFOU�FYQFSJFODF��8F�BMTP�TUSFOHUIFO�QBSUOFSTIJQT�XJUI�JOUFSOBUJPOBM�FOUFSQSJTFT�
TDJFOUJGJD� SFTFBSDI� JOTUJUVUJPOT�BOE�PUIFS�PSHBOJ[BUJPOT� UP�BDIJFWF�NVUVBM�CFOFGJUT�BOE�TFFL�XJO�XJO�
DPPQFSBUJPO��*O������$)"-*&$0�TVDDFTTGVMMZ�TJHOFE�B�OVNCFS�PG�PWFSTFBT�QSPKFDUT�JO�*OEPOFTJB�*OEJB�BOE�UIF�
%FNPDSBUJD�3FQVCMJD�PG�$POHP�BOE�CVJMU�UIF�4PVUIFBTU�"TJBO�CBTFT�JO�*OEPOFTJB�BOE�7JFUOBN�"GSJDBO�CBTFT�
JO�(VJOFB�BOE�UIF�%FNPDSBUJD�3FQVCMJD�PG�$POHP�UIF�3VTTJBO�TQFBLJOH�CBTFT�JO�,B[BLITUBO�BOE�5BKJLJTUBO�
UIF�"NFSJDBO�CBTFT�JO�7FOF[VFMB�BOE�1FSV�BOE�UIF�&VSPQFBO�NBSLFU�CBTFT�XJUI�UIF�&14�UVSOLFZ�QSPKFDU�PG�
UIF�FMFDUSPMZUJD�BMVNJOVN�QMBOU�JO�*UBMZ�BU�JUT�DPSF�
8F�QPPM�MJUUMF�LJOEOFTT�JOUP�HSFBU�TUSFOHUI�PG�DIBSJUZ�UP�HJWF�CBDL�UP�UIF�TPDJFUZ�BOE�DPOTUBOUMZ�JNQSPWF�
QVCMJD�HPPE�BOE�QFPQMFT�XFMM�CFJOH��$)"-*&$0�BDUJWFMZ�GVMMMT�JUT�TPDJBM�SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT�BOE�JNQMFNFOUT�
UBSHFUFE�QPWFSUZ�BMMFWJBUJPO�UBTLT� JO�EFQUI�� *O�UIF�BSFBT�PG� JOGSBTUSVDUVSF�DPOTUSVDUJPO� JOEVTUSZ�TVQQPSU�
FEVDBUJPO�DPOTVNQUJPO�FNQMPZNFOU�FUD�� UIF�DPNQBOZ�BEPQUT�WBSJPVT�NFUIPET�GPS�TVDI�BT�UBSHFUFE�
BTTJTUBODF� JOGSBTUSVDUVSF�DPOTUSVDUJPO�DIBSJUBCMF�EPOBUJPOT�BHSJDVMUVSBM�QSPEVDUT�QVSDIBTF�UP�IFMQ�QPPS�
WJMMBHFT�HFU�SJE�PG�QPWFSUZ��*O�UIF�GBDF�PG�UIF�QBOEFNJD�$)"-*&$0�BDUJWFMZ�SFTVNFE�XPSL�BOE�EPOBUFE�NPOFZ�
BOE�NBUFSJBMT�UP�IFMQ�XJO�UIF�CBUUMF�BHBJOTU�UIF�WJSVT��"U�UIF�TBNF�UJNF�$)"-*&$0�JT�BMTP�LFFO�UP�QVCMJD�
XFMGBSF�FODPVSBHJOH�FNQMPZFFT�UP�BDUJWFMZ�QBSUJDJQBUF� JO�WPMVOUFFS�BDUJWJUJFT�BOE�UIF�DPOTUSVDUJPO�PG�B�
IBSNPOJPVT�TPDJFUZ��
8F�BSF�DPVSBHFPVTMZ�BOE�FBHFSMZ�FNCBSLJOH�PO�B�OFX�KPVSOFZ��$)"-*&$0�XJMM�BT�BMXBZT�VQIPME�UIF�
DPSQPSBUF�NJTTJPO�PG�UP�DSFBUF�B�CFUUFS�GVUVSF�XJUI�IFBSU��8JUI�TVTUBJOBCMF�PQFSBUJPO�XF�XJMM�CFUUFS�TFSWF�
UIF�DMJFOUT�SFXBSE�TIBSFIPMEFST�SFUVSO�UP�UIF�TPDJFUZ�BOE�CFOFU�FNQMPZFFT�BOE�TUSJEF�UPXBSET�IJHI�RVBMJUZ�
EFWFMPQNFOU�XJUI�B�CSPBEFS�WJTJPO�BOE�B�IJHIFS�SFRVJSFNFOUT�BOE�HSFBUFS�FYFDVUJPOT�BT�XFMM��
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To Create A Better Future with Heart 

Vision

To Build A Leading Non-Ferrous Metal 

Engineering Technology Company with 

International Competitiveness 

Ⱆ知➝ $PNQBOZ�1SPMF�
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䊨玐肅⟧剣ꣳⰖ䧭用倴 ���� 䎃 �� 剢僽⚥㕜ꍐ噟꧋㕰剣ꣳⰖ 	⟄♴知珖⚥ꍐ꧋㕰
涸䊨玐䪮遮匣㝅 
㿂倴⚥ꍐ꧋㕰䱽肅㶩Ⱆ僽⚥㕜剣蒀ꆄ㿂遤噟걅⯓涸䪮遮ծ䊨玐剪莄鏤⪓䲿⣘㉁կⰖ倴 ���� 䎃 � 剢 �傈㖈껺度
耡❜䨾⚺堤匣 	) 肅➿焺 �����
 ♳䋑倴 ���� 䎃 � 剢 �� 傈㖈♳嵳阮ⵚ❜僒䨾 	" 肅➿焺 �������
 ♳䋑䧭捀"�)
剣蒀䊨玐䪮遮痦♧肅կ
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ僽♧㹻꧋䪮遮灇涮ծ庠粭㻋ծ䊨玐鏤鎙ծ䊨玐倶䊨ծ䊨玐籎䪬⺫瘝噟捀♧넒涸넞倝䪮遮⟱噟կ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䨾
㿂 �㹻㕜㹻秸歌秸鏤鎙灇瑕ꤎծ�㹻㣐㘗竷ざ䒊眠㸝酤Ⱆկ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䧭用⼧㢴䎃⢵ �ⶽ鸣✫涰⡮갪⚥㕜痦♧ㄤ⚥
㕜⟱噟倝私ꏖ》䖤⚥㕜䒊眠䊨玐뉓棴栀ծ㕜㹻⮚颶䊨玐栀瘝ぐ秸ぐ䊨玐栀갪 ��� ⡮갪կ鵛䎃⢵ �⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸꅾ럊㾝
眎腊幾䱗䪮遮灇涮ծ琎噱⸈㖑倰㛇燊鏤倶䒊鏤ծ啟䨩⼥佖鸣ծ欰䡿䒊鏤ծ橇㞯䊨玐ծ麤騟堀垖㙹䋑Ⱆ欽✲噟瘝걅㚖涸
䫏顺ծ䒊鏤莄涮  捀圓䒊顺彂眎秉㘗ㄤ橇㞯㥩㘗爢剚⡲ⴀ顀桏կ

涮㾝⢪ㄐ
欽䗱斉鸣繠㥩劢⢵

격兞
Ⱘ剣㕜ꥸ畹昰⸂涸⚆歲♧崨剣蒀ꆄ㿂䊨玐䪮遮Ⱆ

Established in December 2003, China Aluminum International Engineering Corporation Limited (hereinafter referred 
to as"CHALIECO") is an engineering technology company and a holding subsidiary of Aluminum Corporation of 
China ( hereinafter referred to as CHINALCO ) , also a leading technology and engineering services provider in 
nonferrous metals industry in China. The company was listed on the main board of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 
(SEHK: 2068) on July 6, 2012 and the Shanghai Stock Exchange (SHA: 601068) on August 31, 2018, becoming the first 
non-ferrous engineering company listed on both Hong Kong and Shanghai markets. 

CHALIECO is a high-tech enterprise integrating research and development, surveying, engineering design, 
engineering construction and engineering project contracting. CHALIECO has 6 national-level Class A design and 
research institutes and 5 large-scale integrated construction and installation companies. In the more than ten years 
since its establishment, CHALIECO has created more than 100 "China's No. 1" and many new records for Chinese 
enterprises, and has won more than 500 various engineering awards at all levels, including Luban Award and the 
National Quality Engineering Award. In recent years, CHALIECO has focused on research and development of 
energy-saving and emission-reduction technologies, and actively participated in the investment, construction and 
development of local infrastructure construction, shantytown renovation, ecological construction, environmental 
engineering, urban public utilities, etc., in order to make positive contributions to an environmentally friendly society. 

Mission
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Aluminum for 
Engineering 
Construction

Engineering 
Consulting 

Service

Overseas Business

Positioning Development Strategy㹁⡙

Led by high-quality development and technologies, and based on engineering 
construction, the Company provides full industrial-chain service for the 
nonferrous metal industry; driven by innovation, the Company will make full use 
of the technologies of intelligent manufacturing and intelligent construction, 
serves the nonferrous metal industry and gradually expand the ferrous metal 
business, while ensuring its technological advantages in the nonferrous metal 
industry; being market-oriented, the Company will consolidate and focus on 
its market-leading edge in the traditional nonferrous metal industry while 
improving the profit and scale of emerging business and overseas business; 
taking green development as the keynote, the Company will vigorously promote 
the aluminum application in engineering, actively expands energy-saving and 
ecological industries for new drivers of profit growth; taking capital operation 
as the link, the Company will form closer relations with local governments, and 
actively participate in the national and local urban infrastructure construction; 
the Company will stick to the Belt and Road Initiative, go further in overseas 
market exploration, and promote its international competitiveness and brand 
awareness.

剣蒀ꆄ㿂䊨玐籎䪬⺫ 䋑佟⿺字欽䊨玐籎䪬⺫ 䊨玐欽ꍐ 䊨玐镩鑉剪

嵳㢪噟

涮㾝䨞殜
䒸걅ㄤ佅䭯ꍐ欴噟涸猰䪮鹍姿  䒸걅ㄤ䬪ꍐ欴ㅷ涸䊨玐䥰欽  䒸걅ㄤ䌞⹛ꍐꋜ㕜ꥸ欴腊涸ざ⡲⨞♧䌞♧騟䒊鏤涸琎噱莄罏ծ剣蒀遤噟嵳㢪䊨玐䒊鏤ㄤ欴腊ざ⡲涸剣⸂䲀⹛罏⟄⿺䩧鸣嵳㢪⚥ꍐ涸⚺銳㤀桏罏

⟄넞颶ꆀ涮㾝捀䒸걅䪮遮捀륋걧䊨玐倶䊨捀㛇燊捀剣蒀遤噟䲿⣘欴噟ꕕ涸剪⟄ⶽ倝捀뀜⹛㖈焷⥂剣蒀遤噟䪮遮⮚涸ず儗⯎ⴔⵄ欽兰腊醢鸣ծ兰腊䒊鸣䪮遮ծ剪剣蒀遤噟⚛鷶姿ぢꬋ剣蒀噟䬪㾝⟄䋑㜥捀㼫ぢꭗ㔿⚛翸搋⫄窠剣蒀遤噟涸䋑㜥걅⯓⮚䲿⼮Ⱆ㖈倝莇噟涸佪渤ㄤ鋊垷⟄笂蒀涮㾝捀㛇锄㣐⸂䲀鹍䊨玐欽ꍐ琎噱䬪㾝眎腊ㄤ欰䡿欴噟㼥䪪倝涸ⵄ情㟞Ꟁ럊⟄顺劥麋⡲捀秢䌞㺙ⴗ莄㖑倰佟䏎涸ꡠ⤙琎噱莄㕜㹻ㄤ㖑倰涸㙹䋑㛇燊鏤倶䒊鏤筝騈♧䌞♧騟㕜㹻䨞殜帿罭嵳㢪䋑㜥䲿⼮Ⱆ㕜ꥸ畹昰⸂ㄤㅷ晥䕧갠⸂

EPC for Nonferrous 
Metal

EPC for infrastructure 
& Civil Work

A company to lead and 

support the technological 

progress, engineering 

application, and 

international cooperation 

of aluminum industry; to 

be an active participant 

in the Belt and Road 

Initiative, effectively 

promoting overseas 

project construction in 

the non-ferrous industry, 

and a major contributor 

to Chinalco international 

progress. 
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As of the end of the reporting period, the major subsidiaries and institutions overseas or in Hong Kong, Macao and 
Taiwan are as follows: 

噟⡑㽷#VTJOFTT�-BZPVU

懩ꤿꍐ鏤鎙灇瑕ꤎ剣ꣳⰖ4BNJ
4IFOZBOH�"MVNJOVN���.BHOFTJVN�&OHJOFFSJOH�BOE�3FTFBSDI�*OTUJUVUF�$P��-UE��
顜ꤿꍐ鏤鎙灇瑕ꤎ剣ꣳⰖ(BNJ
(VJZBOH��"MVNJOVN���.BHOFTJVN�&OHJOFFSJOH�BOE�3FTFBSDI�*OTUJUVUF�$P��-UE��
Ꟁ尪剣蒀ⲅꆄ鏤鎙灇瑕ꤎ剣ꣳⰖ$JOG
$IBOHTIB�&OHJOFFSJOH���3FTFBSDI�*OTUJUVUF�-JNJUFE�GPS�/POGFSSPVT�.FUBMMVSHZ�
⚥㕜剣蒀ꆄ㿂Ꟁ尪㻋鏤鎙灇瑕ꤎ剣ꣳⰖ
$IJOB�/POGFSSPVT�.FUBMT�$IBOHTIB�*OWFTUJHBUJPO�BOE�%FTJHO�3FTFBSDI�*OTUJUVUF�$P�-UE�
⚥㕜剣蒀ꆄ㿂䊨噟傹僈㻋鏤鎙灇瑕ꤎ剣ꣳⰖ
,VONJOH�4VSWFZ�BOE�%FTJHO�*OTUJUVUF�$P�-UE��PG�$IJOB�/POGFSSPVT�.FUBMT�*OEVTUSZ
⚥㕜剣蒀ꆄ㿂䊨噟痦Ⱉⲅꆄ䒊鏤剣ꣳⰖ
4JYUI�.FUBMMVSHJDBM�$POTUSVDUJPO�$PNQBOZ�PG�$IJOB�/POGFSSPVT�.FUBMT�*OEVTUSZ
⚥蒀⼧✳ⲅꆄ䒊鏤剣ꣳⰖ
$IJOB�/POGFSSPVT�.FUBMT�*OEVTUSZT���UI�.FUBMMVSHJDBM�$POTUSVDUJPO�$P�-UE�

⚥蒀猰䪮肅⟧剣ꣳⰖ$/15
$IJOB�/POGFSSPVT�.FUBMT�1SPDFTTJOH�5FDIOPMPHZ�$P��-UE�
⛰ⲅ䒊鏤剣ꣳⰖ
/JOUI�.FUBMMVSHJDBM�$POTUSVDUJPO�$P�-UE�

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ懩ꤿⴔⰖ
$)"-*&$0�4IFOZBOH�#SBODI�
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ顜ꤿⴔⰖ
$)"-*&$0�(VJZBOH�#SBODI�
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸꟀ尪ⴔⰖ�
$)"-*&$0�$IBOHTIB�#SBODI
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ峫ꤿⴔⰖ
$)"-*&$0�-VPZBOH�#SBODI

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ껺度剣ꣳⰖ
$)"-*&$0�)POH�,POH�$P��-UE��
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䊨玐⽪䏞猙➃剣ꣳ顑⟣Ⱆ
$IJOB�"MVNJOVN�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�&OHJOFFSJOH�	*OEJB
�15:��-UE��

⚥ꍐ銯⽂䒊鏤䫏顺剣ꣳⰖ
$IBMJFDP�4PVUIXFTU�$POTUSVDUJPO�*OWFTUNFOU�$P�-UE�
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ㣔峸䒊鏤剣ꣳⰖ
$IBMJFDP�5JBOKJO�$POTUSVDUJPO�$P��-UE�
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䪮遮涮㾝剣ꣳⰖ
$IJOB�"MVNJOVN�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�5FDIOPMPHZ�%FWFMPQNFOU�$P�-UE�
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䊨玐鏤⪓剣ꣳⰖ
$IJOB�"MVNJOVN�$IBMJFDP�5SBEJOH�$0�-UE
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸꍐ䥰欽䊨玐剣ꣳⰖ
$IBMJFDP�"MVNJOVN�"QQMJDBUJPO�$P�-UE�
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸꨢ⽂ꍐ䥰欽䊨玐剣ꣳⰖ
$IBMJFDP�:VOOBO�"MVNJOVN�"QQMJDBUJPO�&OHJOFFSJOH�$P��-UE

⚥ꍐ㿋匌䊨玐䪮遮剣ꣳⰖ�
$IBMJFDP�4IBOEPOH�&OHJOFFSJOH�5FDIOPMPHZ�$P��-UE��

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸꟀⴔⰖ
$)"-*&$0�$IBOHLBO�#SBODI
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ傹僈ⴔⰖ�
$)"-*&$0�,VONJOH�#SBODI
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸꍐ䥰欽鏤鎙ⴔⰖ�
"MVNJOVN�"QQMJDBUJPO�%FTJHO�#SBODI�PG�$IJOB��"MVNJOVN�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�&OHJOFFSJOH�$P�-UE�

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ꼛⢵銯❏Ⱆ
$)"-*&$0�.BMBZTJB�4%/�#)%

Ⰼ顺㶩Ⱆ

䱽肅㶩Ⱆ
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⟱噟盗椚鿈
猰䪮盗椚鿈

肅匌㣐剚
The General M

eeting of Shareholders
湋✲剚

Board of Supervisors

괏ꦖ盗椚㨼㆞剚
Risk m

anagem
ent Com

m
ittee

㻣呍㨼㆞剚
Audit Com

m
ittee

讏ꂹ㨼㆞剚
Rem
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m

ittee
袙✲剚

Board of Directors

懩ꤿꍐ鏤鎙灇瑕ꤎ剣ꣳⰖ

Shenyang Aluminum & Magnesium Engineering & Research Institute Co., Ltd.

Ꟁ尪剣蒀ⲅꆄ鏤鎙灇瑕ꤎ剣ꣳⰖ

Changsha Engineering & Research Institute Limited for Nonferrous Metallurgy

⚥㕜剣蒀ꆄ㿂Ꟁ尪㻋鏤鎙灇瑕ꤎ剣ꣳⰖ

China Nonferrous Metals Changsha Investigation and Design Research Institute Co.,Ltd. 

⚥㕜剣蒀ꆄ㿂䊨噟傹僈㻋鏤鎙灇瑕ꤎ剣ꣳⰖ

Kunming Survey and Design Institute Co.,Ltd. of China Nonferrous Metals Industry

⚥㕜剣蒀ꆄ㿂䊨噟痦Ⱉⲅꆄ䒊鏤剣ꣳⰖ

Sixth Metallurgical Construction Company of China Nonferrous Metals Industry

⚥ꍐ銯⽂䒊鏤䫏顺剣ꣳⰖ

Chalieco Southwest Construction Investment Co.,Ltd.

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ㣔峸䒊鏤剣ꣳⰖ

Chalieco Tianjin Construction Co., Ltd.

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䊨玐鏤⪓剣ꣳⰖ
Chalieco Trading CO.,Ltd 

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䪮遮涮㾝剣ꣳⰖ

China Aluminum International Technology Development Co.,Ltd. 

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸꨢ⽂ꍐ䥰欽䊨玐剣ꣳⰖ

CHALIECO Yunnan Aluminum Application Engineering Co., Ltd

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸꍐ䥰欽䊨玐剣ꣳⰖ
Chalieco Aluminum Application Co.Ltd.

⚥蒀⼧✳ⲅꆄ䒊鏤剣ꣳⰖ

China Nonferrous Metals Industry's 12th Metallurgical Construction Co.,Ltd.

顜ꤿꍐ鏤鎙灇瑕ꤎ剣ꣳⰖ

Guiyang Aluminum & Magnesium Engineering and Research Institute Co.,Ltd.

䨞殜㨼㆞剚
Strategy Com

m
ittee

籎鄪CEO

䲿ぜ㨼㆞剚
N

om
ination Com

m
ittee

籎鄪鳵Ⱆ㹔
袙✲剚鳵Ⱆ㹔
President's Office &

 Board 
Office

Corporate M
anagem

ent 
Departm

ent(S&
T 

M
anagem

ent Dept.)

私增湋㻋鿈
Discipline Inspection 

&
 Supervision 

Departm
ent

頿鿈
Financial Departm

ent

㸝Ⰼ欰欴盗椚鿈
H

SE &
 Construction 

Departm
ent

럛㨼䊨⡲鿈
➃⸂顺彂鿈

Secretariat of Party 
Com

m
ittee(HR Departm

ent)

䋑㜥涮鿈
M

arketing Departm
ent

Ⰼ顺㶩Ⱆ
W

holly-ow
ned Subsidiaries

岁莄괏䱽鿈
Legal Affairs &

 Risk 
Control Departm

ent

䱽肅㶩Ⱆ

⚥蒀猰䪮肅⟧剣ꣳⰖ

China Nonferrous Metals Processing Technology Co., Ltd.

⛰ⲅ䒊鏤剣ꣳⰖNinth Metallurgical Construction Co.,Ltd. 
⚥ꍐ㿋匌䊨玐䪮遮剣ꣳⰖ

CHALCO Shandong Engineering Technology Co., Ltd.

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸꍐ䥰欽鏤鎙ⴔⰖ

Aluminum Application Design Branch of China Aluminum International 
Engineering Co.,Ltd.

Subsidiaries

ⴔⰖ
Branch Com

panies

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ懩ꤿⴔⰖCHALIECO Shenyang Branch

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ顜ꤿⴔⰖCHALIECO Guiyang Branch

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸꟀ尪ⴔⰖCHALIECO Changsha Branch

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ峫ꤿⴔⰖCHALIECO Luoyang Branch

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸꟀⴔⰖCHALIECO Changkan Branch

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ傹僈ⴔⰖCHALIECO Kunming Branch

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ껺度剣ꣳⰖCHALIECO Hong Kong Co., Ltd. 嵳㢪堤圓
Overseas Entities⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ꼛⢵銯❏ⰖCHALIECO Malaysia Office

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䊨玐⽪䏞猙➃剣ꣳ顑⟣Ⱆ

China Aluminum International Engineering (India) PTY. Ltd.
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⟱噟屛椚 $PSQPSBUF�.BOBHFNFOU
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䛺㸛ざ鋊⾲㓃呔黽㸛շ⚥螟➃字Ⱏㄤ㕜Ⱆ岁ոշ⚥螟➃字Ⱏㄤ㕜阮ⵚ岁ոշ♳䋑Ⱆ屛椚彋ո瘝湱ꡠ
岁䖒岁鋊䒊用♲剚♧㾵Ⱆ屛椚卹圓僈焷耶顑䒊用ざ鋊畎玐ⵖ㹁陾✲鋊ㄤ玐䎸焷⥂Ⱆ鋊眔麋斉ծ寸
瘻猰㷸կ���� 䎃ⰖⰟ〮袙✲剚 �妃袙✲剚㻣呍㨼㆞剚 �妃讏ꂹ㨼㆞剚 �妃괏ꦖ盗椚㨼㆞剚 �妃䨞殜㨼
㆞剚 �妃湋✲剚 �妃肅匌㣐剚 �妃կ
CHALIECO abides by the principle of compliance, strictly abides by the "Company Law of the People's Republic 
of China", "Securities Law of the People's Republic of China", "Listed Company Governance Guidelines" and 
other relevant laws and regulations. We have also established a governance structure known as "three meeting and 
one management team" (general meeting of shareholders, board of directors, board of supervisors, and senior 
management team) to clearly formulate rules of procedure and to ensure the company's standardized operations and 
scientific decision-making. In 2020, the company held a total of 7 board meetings, 5 audit meetings, 1 meetings for 
remuneration, 2 risk management meetings, and 1 meetings for strategic development; 5 for the board of supervisors 
and 1 for the general meeting of shareholders. 

⣜岁ざ鋊

괏ꦖ盗椚

$PNQMJBODF�XJUI�-BXT�BOE�3FHVMBUJPOT

3JTL�.BOBHFNFOU�

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ㖈⟱噟屛椚ㄤ竤斉盗椚ぐ橇眎⚥㨤穅顐䗢⣜岁屛⟱ծざ鋊盗䱽կ䪾⣜岁屛⟱ծざ鋊屛椚䊨⡲耶顑衅㻜ⵌぐ鿈
鸑麔岁莄㻣鎙ծざ鋊ծ괏䱽ծⰊ䱽筝㺙穡ざ䋑㜥涮ծ䊨玐盗椚ծ頿㢴哬箁ざ⸂涮䳸㻣鎙ծ私增ծ䊢鋕瘝湋漛䩛媯
焷⥂⣜岁ざ鋊կ

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ넞䏞ꅾ鋕〳䭯糵涮㾝麔玐⚥荆涸괏ꦖ䒊用괏ꦖ盗椚⿺Ⰺ鿈湋䱽禹窠կⵖ㹁շⰌ괏ꦖ盗椚㻜倶稣ոշⰌ
괏ꦖ盗椚湋䱽莄㜡デ㻜倶稣ոշⰌ괏ꦖ盗椚넒禹庠鐱鳵岁ոշ괏ꦖ鐱⠮盗椚鳵岁ո瘝ⵖ䏞捀괏ꦖ盗䱽䲿⣘ⵖ䏞⥂ꥻկ
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸぐ㾵秸䒊用♳♴顐鸑涸Ⰼ괏ꦖ盗椚♲麤箁㼩歋倴竤憘橇㞯ծ佟瘻橇㞯ծ㢪鿈湋盗ծ庈麤隶⻊ծ䪮遮隶⻊ծ
畹昰㼩䩛涸遤⹛瘝㼫荝涸㸝Ⰼ괏ꦖծ橇㞯괏ꦖծ植ꆄ崨괏ꦖծ㕜ꥸ⻊竤斉괏ꦖㄤ㆞䊨氋䞔괏ꦖ鹍遤䭯糵湋䱽ծ鎹ꏖծⴔ區ծ
鐱⠮⿺儗焷㹁䥰㼩괏ꦖ瘻殜կ

In all aspects of corporate governance and business management, CHALIECO has always implemented corporate 
governance and compliance management and control in accordance with the law. We implement the responsibilities 
of governing to all departments. Through the close integration of legal affairs and auditing, compliance, risk control, 
and internal control, the joint efforts of market development, project management, and finance are combined to give 
full play to the supervision of auditing, disciplinary inspection to ensure compliance with laws and regulations. 

CHALIECO attaches great importance to the risks faced in the process of sustainable development and has 
established risk management and internal control systems. We have formulated "Comprehensive Risk Management 
Implementation Rules", "Comprehensive Risk Monitoring and Reporting Implementation Rules", "Comprehensive 
Risk Management System Evaluation Measures", "Risk Assessment Management Measures" and other systems to 
provide institutional guarantees for risk management and control. 

CHALIECO has established three-level practice for comprehensive risk management, to deal with the company's 
safety and environmental risks, cash flow risks, international business risks and labor epidemic risks due to economic 
environment, policy environment, external supervision, channel changes, technological changes, and competitors' 
actions. We are continuously monitoring, recording, analyzing and evaluating, responding to the risk in a timely 
manner. 
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⸈䓽럛䒊 1BSUZ�#VJMEJOH�
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ帿Ⰶ㷸绡顐䗢绡鵛䎂倝儗➿⚥㕜暵蒀爢剚⚺纏䙼䟝ㄤ럛涸⼧⛰㣐礵牟顐䗢Ⰼ㕜㕜剣⟱噟럛䒊䊨⡲剚陾銳宠
Ⰼ衅㻜䖰㓃屛럛顑⟣㣝㻜럛䒊㛇燊կ����䎃Ⱆ⟄䙼䟝䒊鏤ㄤ佟屛䒊鏤⡲捀ꅾ銳䫋䩛䖰㓃䲀鹍럛䒊ぐ갪䊨⡲㾝կ

嫦剢⽪涮椚锸㷸绡罌顺俱⿺儗㷸绡绡鵛䎂籎剅鎹ꡠ倴氋䞔䱽ծ䗁䊨䗁欴瘝ꅾ
銳闍鑨礵牟Ⱆ럛㨼⚥䗱穉꧋⚥㷸绡 �� 妃Ⱖ⚥㼠겗灇鎣 �妃

帿Ⰶ㷸绡럛涸⼧⛰㾂㔋⚥ծ❀⚥Ⰼ剚礵牟��� 긄ぜ⚥㾵⟄♳䎍鿈⣜鎷䎍鿈笩騟㷸ꤎ
㸤䧭 �� 铭 �� 㷸儗㷸绡

CHALIECO has thoroughly studied and implemented Xi Jinping's new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics 
and the spirit of the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, implemented the requirement 
proposed by Party Building Work Conference, fully implemented the responsibility of strict party management, and 
consolidated the foundation for party building. In 2020, the company has taken ideological and political construction 
as an important starting point to strictly promote the development of party building. 

In-depth study of the spirit of the Fourth and Fifth Plenary Sessions of the 19th 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, more than 700 middle-level 
and above cadres completed 38 courses and 28 hours of study relying on the Cadre 
Online Institute

䓽⻊椚锸娀酤
To strengthen theoretical support

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ괏ꦖ盗椚♲麤箁5ISFF�MFWFM�QSBDUJDF�GPS�SJTL�NBOBHFNFOU�

ぐ耶腊盗椚鿈ㄤ噟㋲⡙ 岁莄괏䱽鿈 Ⱆ괏ꦖ鐱⠮㨼㆞剚�
Functional management 
departments and business units

Legal Affairs and Risk Control 
Department 

Corporate Risk Assessment 
Committee

1 2 3

嫦剢㞅㻨շⰌ괏ꦖ盗椚湋䱽㜡邍ո陏ⴽ괏ꦖⵖ鎎䥰㼩䲃倶⚛㻜倶կ
騈髠䲃倶衅㻜鐱⭆䲃倶剣佪䚍⚛䭽剢箠ⵖշⰌ괏ꦖ盗椚湋䱽㜡デո箠ⵖշⰌ괏ꦖ盗椚䎃䏞㜡デոկ

㻣陾ꅾ㣐寸瘻涸괏ꦖ鐱⠮㜡デ湋漛ծ鐱⠮ծ增叅ⰖⰊ鿈괏ꦖ盗椚넒禹涸㸤侮䚍ծ麋遤佪卓⚛ぢ袙✲剚䲿❜㜡デկ
Filling out the "Comprehensive Risk 
Management Monitoring Report" 
every month to identify risks, 
formulate countermeasures and 
implement them. 

Following up the implementation 
of the measures, evaluating the 
effectiveness of the measures, and 
compiling the "Comprehensive Risk 
Management Monitoring Report" and 
the "Comprehensive Risk Management 
Annual Report" on a monthly basis 

To review the risk assessment report 
of major decisions; to supervise, 
evaluate and inspect the integrity and 
operational effects of the company's 
internal risk management system, 
and submit a report to the board of 
directors. 

The theoretical study materials are issued every month to understand the important 
speeches delivered by General Secretary Xi Jinping on epidemic prevention 
and control, resumption of work, etc. The central group of the company's party 
committee conducted 16 courses for material study, including 8 special seminars.
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⸈䓽♲㛇䒊鏤㾝Ⰾ䌞Ⰾⶽ럛㆞余ꡠ佅鿈䒊㖈갪湡♳䊨⡲䭯
糵䲀鹍垥彋⻊럛佅鿈ⶽ䒊ㄤ럛㆞꧱䲿⼮㛚䭯㛇㾵럛䒊䊨⡲♧剢♧䲿爙ծ♧
㷍♧增叅

穉籽넒禹䒊鏤⚥㕜剣蒀ꆄ㿂Ꟁ尪㻋鏤鎙灇瑕ꤎ剣ꣳⰖ⟄♴知珖Ꟁꤎծ
⚥㕜剣蒀ꆄ㿂䊨噟痦Ⱉⲅꆄ䒊鏤剣ꣳⰖ⟄♴知珖Ⱉⲅծ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ㣔峸
䒊鏤剣ꣳⰖ⟄♴知珖⚥ꍐ㣔峸䒊鏤럛㨼㸤䧭䳕㾂䲀鹍⚥蒀猰䪮肅⟧剣
ꣳⰖ⟄♴知珖⚥蒀猰䪮Ⰾ㨼䳕㾂ㄤ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸꨢ⽂ꍐ䥰欽䊨玐剣ꣳⰖ
䧭用럛佅鿈

Strengthened the construction of the "three bases" (rooted in the base layer, to 
lay the foundation, and practice basic skills): carried out the work of "two leads" (the 
Party leads the members to create values, and the party members lead the masses 
to innovate), "let party member tackle key problems" and "branch building on 
projects", continuing to promote the standardization party branches building and 
the "dual promotion" of party members, and adhering to the basic party building 
work "monthly reminder, quarterly inspection" 

⸈䓽㛇㾵럛䒊
To strengthen grassroots party 
building 

㖈撑ꆄ䎍鿈㷸ꤎ莉鳵 ���� 䎃럛私增䎍鿈腊⸂䲿⼮㛆鎯棴�� ⦐䧭㆞⟱噟 �� ぜ럛
私增䎍鿈⸈㛆鎯

䮔䱡Ⰺ鿈顺彂穉籽럛铭闍㉻⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ㣐闍㛔䲿⼮럛㆞䎍鿈佟屛稇颶

㸤䧭㼩 �㹻䧭㆞⟱噟涸럛䒊罌呍⿺儗㔐꺇㉏겗⚛漛㼫侮佖

㾝䒊럛 �� ワ䎃♫⦐♧崞⹛

䱹「㕜顺㨼럛䒊罌呍穉罌呍⚛格䖤罌呍穉肤㹁

Cadre Academy for Zhaojin held a training course to improve the ability of party 
disciplinary inspection in 2020, and 64 cadres responsible for party disciplinary 
inspection from 14 member companies participated in the training 

We have excavated internal resources, organized the "Party Lectures"and 
"CHALIECO Lecture Hall" to improve the political quality of party members and 
cadres 

Completed the party building assessment of 5 member companies, promptly 
feedbacked problems and supervised rectification 

Carried out the "Seven Ones" activities for the 99th anniversary of the founding of CPC 

Accepted the assessment of the SASAC and was highly recognized by the 
assessment team 

䲿⼮럛䊨⡲腊⸂

㾝럛䒊㼠겗崞⹛

㾝럛䒊罌呍

To improve Party affairs work 

To carry out special party building 
activities

To carry out party building 
assessment 

Organizational system construction: China Nonferrous Metals Changsha 
Investigation and Design Research Institute Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as 
Changkan Institute ),Sixth Metallurgical Construction Company of China Nonferrous 
Metals Industry(hereinafter referred to as Sixth Metallurgical Company) CHALIECO 
Tianjin Construction Co., Ltd., completed their Party committees renewal; China 
Nonferrous Metals Processing Technology Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as 
"LPEC") promoted the renewal of the "two committees"; CHALIECO Yunnan 
Aluminum Application Engineering Co.,Ltd. established its  party branch. 
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CHALIECO strictly abides by the "Anti-Unfair Competition Law of the People's Republic of China" and "Interim 
Provisions on the Prohibition of Commercial Bribery" and other relevant laws and regulations, has established and 
improved an anti-corruption system, solidly promoted the culture construction and anti-corruption work, and firmly 
opposed commercial corruption to provide a strong guarantee for sustainable and healthy development. 

Ⱆⵖ㹁㆞䊨㸛鋊眔㆞䊨傈䌢遤捀䛺㸛㉁噟麤䗞㼠갪ⵖ㹁շ䱰飑➃㆞䐢悥䖰噟蕯䎁鋊㹁ո㓃呔⚺넒顑⟣
The company formulated 
employee codes to regulate the 
daily behavior of employees and 
business ethics 

Specially formulated 
"Procedures for Procurement 
Personnel's Probity in 
Practice" to clarify the 
officers' accountability 

㆞䊨䱰飑➃㆞
For staff 

�� 剢 �� 傈⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ럛㨼穉籽〮⚥䗱穉㼠겗㷸绡冷럛涸⼧⛰㾂❀⚥Ⰼ剚㼠겗鰊㼫㜡デ剚暵鼜⚥Ⱏ⚥㣛럛吥㕜㹻
遤佟㷸ꤎ佟岁鿈侅䱇ծ⽇㡦欰㼫䌌ծ⽇㡦䖔ざ⡲㼫䌌眔俒⡲շ럛涸⼧⛰㾂❀⚥Ⰼ剚礵牟莄Ⰼ䒊鏤爢剚⚺纏植➿⻊㕜
㹻倝䖄玐ո㼠겗鰊㼫կ
On November 30, CHALIECO Party Committee organized a special theoretical study and a special counseling report 
meeting of the Fifth Plenary Session of the 19th Central Committee of the Party. We invited professors and experts 
from the Political and Law Department of the Party School of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
China (National School of Administration) to make special guidance on "The Spirit of the Fifth Plenary Session of the 
Nineteenth Central Committee of the Party and the New Journey of Building a Socialist Modern Country in an All-
round Way". 

"OUJ�DPSSVQUJPO

For purchasing 
officers
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In 2020, the company formulated and issued the "Implementation Opinions on Party Conduct and Clean Government 
Building and Anti-Corruption Work", and conducted inspections on 3 member companies. A total of 45 copies of the 
"Party Conduct and Clean Government Building Responsibility Letters" were signed in the company headquaters, 
and 99 party members and cadres were inspected to review their promotion and awards. During the reporting year, 
the company had 0 corruption lawsuits. 

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䒊用冱鸑涸⥌鏞莉㜡庈麤ⵖ㹁贕椚玐䎸㖈㓃呔⥂隋莉㜡➃ꦠ猙涸䲿♴穉籽㾝莉㜡箁程呍叅կⰖ䓽
⻊㉏겗箁程贕縨㶸ꆀ箁程鳵穡桧 ���倝涮箁程贕縨桧�����կ
CHALIECO has established unobstructed channels for complaint letters and visits, formulated processing procedures, 
and organized the verification of reported clues on the premise of strictly protecting the information of the reporter.  
the company has strengthened the handling of problem clues, with a completion rate of 94% of stock complaints and 
100% of new ones. 

⠀䒊鏤莄䐢悥侅肫5FBN�#VJMEJOH�BOE�*OUFHSJUZ�&EVDBUJPO�
���� 䎃⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ㸤㊤私增⠀䒊鏤穉籽⸈⚥ꍐ꧋㕰私增湋㻋穉㼠겗㷸剚 � 妃穉籽㾝Ⰼ넒私增湋㻋䎍鿈噟
㛆鎯棴瘝䲿⼮私增⠀腊⸂կ
Ⰼ䎃穉籽〮 � 妃럛괏䐢佟䒊鏤险爙侅肫㣐剚���� 㢴ぜ럛㆞䎍鿈莄��� 㢴⦐럛穉籽㷸绡錙溏险爙侅肫晙穉
籽臱⦸䐢㹒⫄侅肫剢㾝ⰌⰖ眔㕠䐢悥㹒⫄侅肫կⰖ➃㖲顎寓㛆鎯 ��� 㼭儗կ
In 2020, CHALIECO has improved the construction of the discipline inspection team, organized to participate in 
the special association of discipline inspection and supervision group of CHINALCO for 5 times. The company also 
organized cadres of the whole sector to carry out business training courses, enhancing the ability of the discipline 
inspection team. 

We have convened 2 party conduct education conferences throughout the year, with more than 2,100 party members 
and cadres participating. More than 400 party organizations watched relevant educational films. "Anti-Corruption 
and Promoting Integrity Publicity and Education Month" was organized to enhance company-wide integrity and 
education. The anti-corruption training has reached 5.5 hours per capita. 

ⵖ㹁շ걅㼫➃㆞䐢悥䖰噟㻜倶鳵岁ո鸑麔շ럛괏䐢佟䒊鏤顑⟣ⵖո僈焷럛괏䐢佟顑⟣⚛䱹「럛Ⰺ彋⿺湱ꡠ贕ⴔ哬⢾秉勲
Formulated the "Implementation Measures for the Clean Practice of Leaders", and 
clarified the responsibilities of the Party's work through the "Party Style and Clean 
Government Building Responsibility System" to restrain the members by internal party 
guidelines and relevant sanctions regulations

盗椚㾵ㄤ럛㆞
For management 
team and Party 
members

眔䲃倶1SFDBVUJPOT

莉㜡⿺㻣呍$PSSVQUJPO�3FQPSU�BOE�3FWJFX�
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⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ猥䪬欽䗱斉鸣繠㥩劢⢵涸⢪ㄐ㼞㾶遤爢剚顑⟣涸椚䙁輑Ⰶ⟱噟涮㾝䨞殜ծ輑鹍
⟱噟寸瘻麋斉♶倬䲿⼮⟱噟屛椚腊⸂㸤㊤爢剚顑⟣盗椚ⵖ䏞䒊鏤ㄤ넒禹䒊鏤捀㻜植䒊
鏤⚆歲♧崨涸剣蒀ꆄ㿂䊨玐䪮遮Ⱆ⟱噟격兞䲿⣘⥂ꥻկ
Adhering to the mission of "to create a better future with heart", CHALIECO has integrated 
the concept of fulfilling social responsibility into corporate development strategies and 
corporate decision-making to continuously improve corporate governance capabilities and 
enhance social responsibility management system, providing strong support to the vision of 
"building a leadingn on-ferrous metal engineering technology company with  international 
competitiveness". 
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⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ爢剚顑⟣䊨⡲걅㼫㼭穉

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ爢剚顑⟣䊨⡲鳵Ⱆ㹔

The company has established a social responsibility leadership group with the company's party committee 
secretary and chairman as the team leader, the president as the standing deputy team leader, other members 
of the management team as the deputy leaders, and the heads of each department as the team members. This 
group is responsible for reporting the progress of social responsibility work upwards, conveying the guidance and 
management opinions of Chinalco Group on social responsibility, and overall planning the implementation of 
the company's social responsibility work. The leading group has an office responsible for the daily work of social 
responsibility. The president's office (the office of the board of directors) plays the central functional department, 
and the head of the president's office concurrently serves as the director of the social responsibility office. The 
company formulated the " CHALIECO Social Responsibility Implementation Rules" to clarify the responsibilities 
and performance indicators of the company's member companies and departments. Through the negative list, the 
company has also formulated the " CHALIECO Social Responsibility Management Module and Negative List" to 
prevent social responsibility risks during important decision-making and daily operation at all levels.

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸぐ鿈爢剚顑⟣盗椚
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ⵄ渤湱ꡠ倰莄 4UBLFIPMEFS�1BSUJDJQBUJOH
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ넞䏞ꅾ鋕莄ⵄ渤湱ꡠ倰涸彘鸑❜崨䒊用饰⤑䰦剣佪涸彘鸑堤ⵖ琎噱聂》♶ずⵄ渤湱ꡠ倰涸ざ椚銳宠莄劍劅
㽠湱ꡠ倰ꡠ岤涸Ⰺ㺂鹍遤㔐䥰♶倬䲿⼮Ⱆ麋斉鷳僈䏞䲿넞麋斉盗椚腊⸂կ
CHALIECO attaches great importance to communication with stakeholders, has established a convenient and 
effective communication mechanism, actively listening to the reasonable demands and expectations of different 
stakeholders, and responding to the concerns of relevant parties, so as to continuously improve the transparency of 
the company's operations and improve operations ability. 

ⵄ渤湱ꡠ倰 劍劅莄鏯宠 彘鸑莄㔐䥰倰䒭
Stakeholder Expectations and demands Communication and response methods 
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CHALIECO has sorted out the macroeconomic policy guidance, studied and analyzed the relevant disclosure 
requirements of the ESG report, combined with the company's annual business summary, stakeholder concerns, 
and senior management comments, etc., to evaluate and analyze CHALIECO's 2020 ESG major issues. The matrix of 
major issues is as follows: 

㼩ⵄ渤湱ꡠ倰涸ꅾ銳䚍

Im
portance to stakeholders 㼩⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ〳䭯糵涮㾝涸ꅾ銳䚍 Importance to CHALIECO's sustainable development
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ꡠ倰彘鸑穡卓⿺ꅾ㣐陾겗ⴼ㹁穡卓鹍遤㻣䪠⚛㻣呍爢剚顑⟣㜡デ⥌䜂䫪ꪪⰊ㺂կ���� 䎃Ⱆ〮袙✲剚 �妃㻣
陾 &4(湱ꡠ陾겗 �⦐կ
The company's board of directors is responsible for formulating social responsibility policies, strataties and objectives, 
reviewing the results of governance risk assessments, and conducting relevant matters that may affect the company's 
operations, as well as monitoring the matters related to social responsibility that are of key concern to stakeholders. 
In the process of information disclosure in the social responsibility report, the board of directors will review the 
exchange results with stakeholders and the determination of major issues, and review the content of information 
disclosure in the social responsibility report. In 2020, the company held 7 board directors conference and reviewed 6 
issues related to ESG. 
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CHALIECO has increased investment in human resource and intellectual capital, carried out 
technological research and innovation, strengthened R&D and technical service capabilities. 
Supported by quality and safety, the company continued to strengthen project supervision and 
management, and contributed to high-quality projects . 

01
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㕜㹻⮚颶䊨玐ꆄ栀

Ꟁ㙹匉溁鿈秸

Ⰼ㕜⮚猖插䱹䊨玐

꤇銯溁䒊眠⮚颶穡圓䊨玐

㕜㹻⮚颶䊨玐栀

剣蒀⼿剚⮚颶䊨玐

痦 ��� ➿謭芘ꨵ兪넒巊兪곏爙㐼⟝5'5�-$%갪湡⹛⸂⚥䗱ծ䑛宐畀⿺꣡㿂䊨玐

⻌❩橇椕䕧㙹⚺겗Ⱆ㕧갪湡

啚蛄䮷莇挦勞 �蠜㑙 � 䎃馄넞⸆桧ꨵ噱勞俱갪湡䒁黵搋⻊㸝酤䊨玐

㸝䐀넞倝⼥ꫬ䂽ծ倝䓽晙⼥啟䨩⼥佖鸣갪湡 ��� 垛䊨玐

Ⰺ褐〢褐岲麧䬘暵ꍐ匣䌞
鮦欽ꎱꨵ姻噱勞俱欴噟⻊⿺橇⥂䪮佖갪湡

⚥ꍐ匌⽂ꋜ噟ꋜⲅ摎㛇㖑갪湡⾲俱禹窠
⚥ꍐ匌⽂ꋜ噟ꋜⲅ摎㛇㖑갪湡炻ꃑ禹窠
⚥ꍐ匌⽂ꋜ噟ꋜⲅ摎㛇㖑갪湡鳵Ⱆ⿺欰崞鏤倶禹窠
㿋匌䊨玐��蠜㑙礵稣ⴔ㶩睧갪湡♧劍
㿋匌䊨玐 �� 蠜㑙橇⥂エ꣡倝勞俱欰欴箁♧劍
㿋匌䊨玐 �� 蠜㑙匣朜ⶍ桪갪湡♧劍
銯㸝摹ꤿꅾ㘗堤唒醢鸣剣ꣳⰖ欰欴㛇㖑

⚥㕜倶䊨⟱噟⼿剚

⻌❩䋑䊨玐䒊鏤颶ꆀ盗椚⼿剚

⚥㕜䊨玐䒊鏤插䱹⼿剚

꤇銯溁䒊眠噟⼿剚

⚥㕜剣蒀ꆄ㿂䊨噟⼿剚

痦 ��� ➿謭芘ꨵ兪넒巊兪곏爙㐼⟝5'5�-$%갪湡ꨵ鋕穉酤䑖䨻
痦 ��� ➿謭芘ꨵ兪넒巊兪곏爙㐼⟝5'5�-$%갪湡⹛⸂⚥䗱ծ䑛宐畀⿺꣡㿂䊨玐

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ����

䎃⮚颶䊨玐倶䊨
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National Quality Engineering Gold Award 

Great Wall Cup (provincial and ministerial level) 

National Excellent Welding Project 

Shaanxi Province High-quality Structure 
Project 

High-quality Project

Beijing Universal Studios Theme Park Project

Delayed coking unit for the 40,000 tons/year 
ultra-high power electrode material project of 
Zaozhuang Zhenxing Carbon Material 

19# Building Project of Shantytown 
Reconstruction Project in Ankang High-tech 
Zone 

Montadalat aluminum plate and strip project 
in Inner Mongolia 

Cathode materials for automotive lithium  
batteries Industrailization and Environmental  
Technology Upgrade Project

Raw material system of Chinalco Southeast 
Copper Limited 

Sulfuric acid system of Chinalco Southeast 
Copper Limited 

Office and living facilities system of Chinalco 
Southeast Copper Limited 

100,000-ton Fine Molecular Sieve Project of 
Shandong Engineering Institute (Phase I) 

150,000 tons of environment-friendly 
adsorption new material production line of 
Shandong Engineering Institute (Phase I) 

100,000-ton Tabular Corundum Project of 
Shandong Engineering Institute (Phase I) 

China Association of Construction Enterprises 
Management

Beijing Engineering Construction Quality 
Management Association 

China Engineering Construction Welding 
Association 

Shaanxi Construction Industry Association

China Nonferrous Metals Industry Association 

Xi'an Yuyang Heavy Machinery Manufacturing 
Co., Ltd. production base 

TV assembly plant for 8.6th generation thin-
film-transistor liquid-crystal display (TFT LCD) 
project 

The waste water station and ancillary projects 
of 8.6th generation thin-film-transistor liquid-
crystal display (TFT LCD) project 

Aw
ard for H

igh-quality Projects of CH
ALIECO in 2020 (Construction) 

We carry out the construction of a standard project management system to promote the standardization of 
engineering quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC). The company has also improved the project quality 
management system, to implement the project manager responsibility system, and clarify quality management 
responsibilities; We improve project quality by continuously innovating and optimizing construction methods to; 
continue to strengthen engineering quality inspection management, and create value for customers with high-quality 
services. In 2020, the company added 37 ministerial-level construction methods, accumulatively won 3 national-level 
high-quality projects, 12 provincial high-quality projects (construction), and won 119 awards in the non-ferrous metal 
industry. 

CHALIECO abides by the "Product Quality Law of the People's Republic of China", "Construction Quality 
Management Regulations", "Construction Project Management Regulations" and other relevant national laws and 
regulations, and formulated " CHALIECO Quality Management Measures" to strengthen the EPC capacity, strictly 
controlling the whole process of project design, development and quality, observing project progress, and creating 
ingenious projects. 

National Quality Engineering Award 

The waste water treatment station and ancillary 
projects of 8.6th generation thin-film-transistor 
liquid-crystal display (TFT LCD) project 
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䧮⦛穉籽2$㼭穉崞⹛䲿⼮颶ꆀ䠑陏ծ佖鹍갪湡颶ꆀ琎噱ⶽ䒊垥勍갪湡䲀⹛갪湡盗椚宐彋䲿⼮կ���� 䎃Ⱆ
稡鎙格䖤溁鿈秸⟄♳⮚猖2$䧭卓 �� 갪Ⱖ⚥♧瘝栀 �� 갪✳瘝栀 �� 갪♲瘝栀 �� 갪կ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ♳嚸繠㕜շ䊨玐
倝老鎹ꏖո&/3꧸钟 ���� 䎃䏞Ⰼ椕䊨玐鏤鎙Ⱆ ��� 䓽㕜ꥸ䊨玐鏤鎙Ⱆ ��� 䓽Ⰼ椕䪬⺫㉁ ��� 䓽
ㄤ㕜ꥸ䪬⺫㉁ ��� 䓽կ
The company organize QC group to enhance quality awareness and improve project quality. Besides, we have also 
actively created benchmark projects and promoted the improvement of project management. In 2020, the company 
has won a total of 75 outstanding QC awards at or above the provincial and ministerial level, including 17 first prizes, 
39 second prizes, and 19 third prizes. CHALIECO was recognized as the "Top 150 Global Design Firms","Top 225 
International Design Firms","Top 250 Global Contractors"and "Top International Contractors" by the Engineering 
News Record(ENR) Magazine in the US.

㔋䊛䧭鿪䒊䊛竷ざ꤫긬ꍐざꆄ笩媽穡圓䒊鏤갪湡
"MVNJOJVN�BMMPZ�SFUJDVMBUFE�TIFMM�PG�$PNQSFIFOTJWF�&YIJCJUJPO�)BMM�JO�$IFOHEV�4JDIVBO�

���L" 㣐㘗갸揬ꨵ鍒坵䊨玐顜䊜螟➋갪湡
(VJ[IPV�)VBSFO�MBSHF�TDBMF�QSF�CBLFE�FMFDUSPMZUJD�DFMM�QSPKFDU

馊⽂➋㛇孻⻊ꍐ䊨玐갪湡
7JFUOBN�/IBO�$P����LU�B�BMVNJOB�1SPKFDU
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⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ넞䏞ꅾ鋕갪湡盗椚⿺颶ꆀ盗䱽䊨⡲⟄⮚颶涸剪ㄤ걅⯓涸䪮遮飶䖤㹐䨩涸钡〳կ箠ⵖㄤ㻜倶շ갪湡盗椚
垥彋⻊䩛ⱁո荝⸂䩧鸣垥勍갪湡⸂昰⮚颶䊨玐捀㹐䨩ⶽ鸣⭆⧩կ穉籽㾝곂㹐怐䠑䏞锄叅䎃䏞곂㹐怐䠑䏞
������呏亘㹐䨩䲿ⴀ涸䠑鋅䒊陾♶倬佖㊤ㄤ䲿넞颶ꆀ盗椚넒禹㛂遤垥彋鷶姿䲿넞颶ꆀ盗椚넒禹麋遤宐彋կ
CHALIECO attaches great importance to project management and quality control, and has won recognition from 
customers with its high-quality service and leading technology. The company has compiled and implemented the 
"Project Management Standardization Manual", striving to build benchmark projects, and creating more value 
for clients. We also have carried out surveys on customer satisfaction which demonstrated annual satisfaction rate 
reaching 98.35%. Based on the opinions and suggestions from customers, we have been continuously improving 
implementation standards of the quality management system, and gradually enhancing the operation of the quality 
management system. 

⚥㕜剣蒀ꆄ㿂䒊鏤⼿剚Ⱆ⡑����䎃䏞剣蒀ꆄ㿂䒊鏤遤噟䊨玐镩鑉ծ㻋ծ鏤鎙⿺⥌䜂䪮遮瘝䧭卓鐱⭆鿈秸穡卓
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ �㹻䧭㆞⟱噟歍㜡涸 ��� 갪䧭卓格栀侷ꆀ䱹鵛劥䎃䏞♳嚸籎侷涸♲ⴔ⛓♧곏爙ⴀ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ㖈剣蒀ꆄ㿂䒊
鏤遤噟涸꧆⾩㻜⸂ㄤ걅⯓㖑⡙կ
The China National Association for Nonferrous Metal Industries Construction announced "2020 Evaluation of 
Achievements in Engineering Consulting, Survey, Design and Information Technology of the Non-ferrous Metal 
Construction Industry (Ministry Level)". The 119 achievements declared by the 8 member companies of CHALIECO 
have won awards, accounting for one-third of the total awards on the list, which shows the strong strength and 
leading position of the company in the non-ferrous metal construction industry. 

呩⢾⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䊨玐镩鑉ծ㻋ծ鏤鎙⿺⥌䜂䪮遮瘝䧭卓格⢕籑 呩⢾

㹐䨩剪$MJFOU�4FSWJDF�

䪮遮ⶽ倝 5FDIOPMPHJDBM�*OOPWBUJPO
剣蒀ꆄ㿂䊨玐鏤鎙莄䪬⺫遤噟僽䪮遮㺙꧋㘗ծ兰⸂㺙꧋㘗涸欰欴䚍剪噟⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ㛚㹁㻜倶猰䪮䒸걅䨞殜䭯糵䲿넞
⯓鹍䪮遮⟄⿺䭯糵䪮遮ⶽ倝腊⸂㖈剣蒀ꆄ㿂遤噟鏤⪓㣐㘗⻊ծ顺彂竷ざⵄ欽ծ眎腊幾䱗ծ⥌䜂⻊ⶽ倝䧭卓䥰欽瘝倰
㾝猰灇莄䪮遮余ꡠ䓽⻊⟱噟畹昰⸂կ鵛䎃⢵⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䬪㾝䒊眠䊨玐欽ꍐ걅㚖灇瑕㖈兰腊醢鸣ծ兰腊䒊鸣ծ顺彂
竷ざⵄ欽瘝倰䩧鸣倝涸呍䗱畹昰⸂կ���� 䎃⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ灇涮䫏Ⰶ ���� ⭚⯋灇涮䫏Ⰶ籎겙⽑斉佐嫱⢾ �����կ
The engineering design and contracting of non-ferrous metal industry is a technology-intensive and intelligence-
intensive industry. CHALIECO firmly implements the technology-leading strategy, continues to improve advanced 
technology and innovation capabilities, and tries to make breakthrough in equipment upgrade, resources unitization, 
energy saving and emission reduction and application of technological innovation in the non-ferrous metal industry 
to strengthen the competitiveness of enterprises. In recent years, CHALIECO has expanded its research in the field 
of aluminum for construction projects, and has created new core competitiveness in intelligent manufacturing, 
intelligent construction, and comprehensive utilization of resources. In 2020, the company has invested 6.43 million 
yuan in R&D, the total R&D investment accounts for 2.79% of revenue. 

CHALIECO's new achievements in engineering consulting, survey, design and information technology 
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⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ猰䪮갪湡䧭卓䞔屣$)"-*&$0T�5FDIOPMPHZ�1SPKFDU�"DIJFWFNFOUT�

�� 갪䧭卓麧ⵌ㕜ꥸ걅⯓宐彋
���BDIJFWFNFOUT�IBWF�SFBDIFE�UIF�JOUFSOBUJPOBMMZ�
MFBEJOH�MFWFM�

溁鿈秸暵瘝栀 �갪
��TQFDJBM�QSJ[F��PG�QSPWJODJBM�BOE�NJOJTUFSJBM�MFWFM

溁鿈秸♧瘝栀 �갪
��STU�QSJ[FT�PG�QSPWJODJBM�BOE�NJOJTUFSJBM�MFWFM�

溁鿈秸✳瘝栀 �� 갪
���TFDPOE�QSJ[FT�PG�QSPWJODJBM�BOE�NJOJTUFSJBM�MFWFM�

溁鿈秸♲瘝栀 �� 갪
���UIJSE�QSJ[FT�PG�QSPWJODJBM�BOE�NJOJTUFSJBM�MFWFM�

� 갪䧭卓麧ⵌ㕜ꥸ⯓鹍宐彋
��BDIJFWFNFOUT�IBWF�SFBDIFE�UIF�JOUFSOBUJPOBM�
MFWFM��

�� 갪䧭卓麧ⵌ㕜Ⰺ⿺遤噟걅⯓宐彋
���BDIJFWFNFOUT�IBWF�SFBDIFE�UIF�EPNFTUJD�BOE�
JOEVTUSZ�MFBEJOH�MFWFMT�

䲿⼮ⶽ倝腊⸂

��

��

�

*NQSPWF�JOOPWBUJPO�BCJMJUZ
Ⱆⵖ㹁✫շ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ猰灇盗椚鋊㹁ոշ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ猰䪮ⶽ倝栀⺐冾遤鳵岁ոշ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䪮遮鱲雊莄鏪〳盗椚鳵岁ո瘝ⵖ
䏞俒⟝⨴Ⰼ猰䪮ⶽ倝ㄤ灇涮噟涸猰㷸鐱⭆넒禹⸈㣐猰灇顺ꆄ䫏Ⰶ䵨䒊猰䪮ⶽ倝䎂荩㸤㊤猰䪮➃䩞㛆귡ㄤ慨⺐
堤ⵖ⸈䓽呍䗱䪮遮余ꡠ♶倬䲿⼮ⶽ倝腊⸂կ���� 䎃傹ꤎ格䪠ꨢ⽂溁䀵㕼䊨玐莄㖑颶拄㹲ꅾ럊㻜뀿㹔կ
䨔荛㜡デ劍劣⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ乩剣 �⦐㕜㹻秸䊨玐䪮遮灇瑕⚥䗱ㄤ㕜㹻秸䪮遮⚥䗱�⦐㕜㹻⽇㡦䖔猰灇䊨⡲畀�� ⦐溁
秸䪮遮⚥䗱�⦐溁秸⽇㡦䖔ⶽ倝㻜驏㛇㖑�⦐溁秸䊨玐㻜뀿㹔կ
By formulating "CHALIECO Scientific Research Management Regulations", " CHALIECO Innovation Award Interim 
Measures", "CHALIECO Technology Transfer and Licensing Management Measures", etc., the company tries 
to improve the evaluation system for technology innovation and R&D, increase investment, build an innovation 
platform, improve the training and incentive mechanism for  talents, strengthen the research on core technologies, 
and continuously improve the ability of innovation. In 2020, Kunming Survey and Design Institute Co., Ltd. of China 
Nonferrous Metals Industry (hereinafter referred to as Kunming Survey and Institute) was approved as "Key Laboratory 
of Geotechnical Engineering and Geological Hazard of Yunnan Province". Relying on the provincial technology 
center. 

As of the end of the reporting period, CHALIECO has 6 national engineering technology research centers and 
national technology centers, 2 national post-doctoral research workstations, 14 provincial technology centers, 1 
provincial post-doctoral innovation base, and 2 provincial engineering laboratory. 

�� 갪ꅾ㣐猰䪮䧭卓
���NBKPS�TDJFOUJGJD�BOE�UFDIOPMPHJDBM�BDIJFWFNFOUT�

�� 갪溁鿈秸栀갪
���QSPWJODJBM�BOE�NJOJTUFSJBM�BXBSET�

�

�
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���� 䎃Ꟁ尪剣蒀ⲅꆄ鏤鎙灇瑕ꤎ剣ꣳⰖ⟄♴知珖Ꟁ尪ꤎⰆ鼆㕜⟱佖ꬠ猰佖爙眔⟱噟կ⟄姼捀㤎堤
Ꟁ尪ꤎ䖰幊ざ䨾剣ⵖ佖ꬠծ㸤㊤Ⱆ屛椚넒ⵖ堤ⵖծ⨴Ⰼ䋑㜥⻊鼆➃欽➃堤ⵖծ⨴Ⰼ慨⺐堤ⵖծ慨涮猰䪮ⶽ倝⹛腊ծ㛚
䭯⯳涸걅㼫⸈䓽⯳涸䒊鏤瘝 �⦐倰ⴔⴽⵖ㹁ꅾ럊佖ꬠ⟣僈焷嫦갪佖ꬠ⟣涸暽걧㋲⡙ծ䲀鹍䲃倶ㄤ㸤䧭儗ꣳ
捀Ꟁ尪ꤎ䒊用⨴ⰌꟀ佪慨⺐堤ⵖծエ䒸ㄤ殆⡞⮚猖➃䩞ծ锄⹛呍䗱䪮遮噟낧䎍涸琎噱䚍㻜植Ꟁ黆涮㾝鹍♧姿㤭
㹁㛇燊կ
In 2020, Changsha Engineering & Research Institute Limited for Nonferrous Metallurgy. (hereinafter referred to as 
"Cinf") was selected as a "Scienceand Technology Reform Demonstration Enterprise" for the reform of state-owned 
enterprises. Taking this as an opportunity, the cinf has formulated key reforms in five aspects: mixing ownership 
reform; improving the system and mechanism of corporate governance; improving the market-based selection 
and employment mechanism; improving the incentive mechanism; stimulating the momentum of technological 
innovation; and adhering to the leadership of the party to strengthen party building. Based on the 6 aspects, the 
institute has formulated key reform tasks, clarifying the lead unit, advancement measures and time limit, and further 
laying a foundation for cinf to establish and improve a long-term talent-attracting mechanism and achieve long-term 
development basis. 

呩⢾Ꟁ尪ꤎⰆ鼆㕜㹻猰佖爙眔遤⹛⟱噟 呩⢾
cinf was selected as a national "Science Reform Demonstration Enterprise"

幊ざ䨾剣ⵖ佖ꬠ

⨴Ⰼ慨⺐堤ⵖ

㸤㊤Ⱆ屛椚넒ⵖ堤ⵖ

慨涮猰䪮ⶽ倝⹛腊

⨴Ⰼ䋑㜥⻊鼆➃欽➃堤ⵖ

㛚䭯⯳涸걅㼫⸈䓽⯳涸䒊鏤

.JYJOH�PXOFSTIJQ�SFGPSN

*NQSPWJOH�UIF�JODFOUJWF�NFDIBOJTN

*NQSPWJOH�UIF�TZTUFN�BOE�NFDIBOJTN�PG�DPSQPSBUF�HPWFSOBODF

4UJNVMBUJOH�UIF�NPNFOUVN�PG�UFDIOPMPHJDBM�JOOPWBUJPO

*NQSPWJOH�UIF�NBSLFU�CBTFE�TFMFDUJPO�BOE�FNQMPZNFOU�NFDIBOJTN

"EIFSJOH�UP�UIF�MFBEFSTIJQ�PG�UIF�QBSUZ�UP�TUSFOHUIFO�QBSUZ�CVJMEJOH
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ⶽ倝䧭卓䥰欽 *OOPWBUJPO�"QQMJDBUJPO
䤊诓鏤鎙镩鑉ծ䊨玐䒊鏤ծ酤⪓醢鸣♲㣐噟⛓涸⼿ず佪䥰⮚⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ⟄䋑㜥捀㼫ぢ琎噱䲀⹛ⶽ倝䪮遮䧭卓鱲
⻊䥰欽⤛鹍剣蒀ꆄ㿂欴噟♳♴康Ⱏず涮⸂ծ欴㷸灇⼿ずⶽ倝⸔⸂⟱噟넞颶ꆀ涮㾝կ
Relying on the synergy advantage among the three major businesses of design consulting, engineering construction, 
and equipment manufacturing and market-oriented incentive, CHALIECO actively promotes the transformation and 
application of innovative technological achievements, and promotes the joint efforts of industry's upstream and 
downstream and the collaborative innovation throughout production and training to help high-quality development 
of the enterprise. 

懩ꤿꤎ㣐㘗孻⻊ꍐ孴䡿䧅嵥揬敮旯涸灇涮莄䥰欽䧭卓䕎䧭禹⻊欴ㅷ㼞䥰欽✵ꅾ䣓蠜䊜
孻⻊ꍐ揬敮旯籎䪬⺫갪湡
The deliverables from The R&D and Application of Large-sized Gas Suspension Calciner 
for Alumina carried out by the Shenyang Aluminum & Magnesium Engineering & Research 
Institute Co., Ltd.(hereinafter  referred to as Sami) have been converted into a collection of 
products and will be applied to the EPC project of alumina calciner located in Wanzhou, 
Chongqing. 

顜ꤿꤎ♫럊鹍ꨵ馄㣐㘗ꍐꨵ鍒坵礵ⲥ锄眎帿䏞眎腊䧭㤛䪮遮♶⫦㖈㢴㹻㕜Ⰺ⟱噟》䖤䧭⸆
䥰欽鼨䤊诓麋遤琼㹁ծ䭷垥걅⯓瘝⮚㼞鱑ⴀ嵳㢪䥰欽✵⽪㽲螟ꫬ갪湡
The Seven-point Feed Super Large Aluminum Electrolytic Cell Precise Regulation and Deep 
Energy Saving Assembly Technology developed by the Guiyang Aluminum & Magnesium 
Design Institute Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as Gami) has been successfully applied by 
many domestic enterprises and more importantly, has been exported and adopted by Hakin’s 
Indonesia-based project, owing to its stability of running and best-in-class indicators, among 
other benefits. 

Ꟁ尪ꤎ荈⚺灇涮涸㺢孻磋撋㑑オ擧寑擧摎䪮遮ㄤ酤⪓灇瑕갪湡㖈䑝銯⽂倰剣蒀ꆄ㿂Ⱆꊋ
禹窠鼨⾲旯♳鹍遤䊨噟⻊䥰欽Ⱖ欰欴䭷垥곏衼䲿⼮
The Research on Oxygen-enriched Pulverized Coal Blowing Bath Smelting Technology and 
Equipment conducted by the Cinf independently has been industrialized and applied to 
the reducing furnace of the lead system at Guangxi Nanfang Nonferrous Metal Co., Ltd and 
resulted in significant improvements in production indicators. 

⚥蒀猰䪮넞畮ꍐざꆄ䌞勞鸭糵鷍抠䊨谀⿺酤⪓䊺竤㖈匌鰋Ⱆ䫏Ⰶ鑑欰欴
The high-end aluminum alloy strip continuous annealing process and equipment of CNPT 
have been put into pilot production at Northeast Light Alloy Co., Ltd. 

㿋匌䊨玐灇涮涸㣐㘗⟱噟欴ꌻ盗䱽禹窠䊺䲀䑝荛㢴㹻㋲⡙⢪欽
The Production and Sales Management and Control System for Large Enterprises developed 
by Chalieco Shandong Engineering Technology has been adopted by a number of users.

���� 䎃Ⱆ㢴갪ꅾ銳䧭卓䖤ⵌ䲀䑝䥰欽*O������UIF�$PNQBOZT�TFWFSBM��NBKPS�BDIJFWFNFOUT�IBWF�CFFO�CSPBEMZ�TQSFBE�BOE�BQQMJFE
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鋊垷捀䎃欴 �� 蠜㑙넞礵ꍐ匣䌞ꨵ鍒ꍐ欰欴禹窠穉䡿 ��� 〵懩ꤿꤎ荈⚺灇涮涸 4:��� 갸揬ꤿ噱ꨵ鍒坵կ���� 䎃涯
갉螟갪湡㕩怐㸤䧭Ⰼ䎃䒊鏤⟣⯓䖔囘格⚥㕜剣蒀ꆄ㿂䒊鏤遤噟倝䪮遮䥰欽爙眔䊨玐Ⰼ㕜剣蒀ꆄ㿂䒊鏤遤噟
���� 䎃䏞䒊鏤䊨玐갪湡倶䊨㸝Ⰼ欰欴垥彋⻊䊨㖑Ⰼ㕜剣蒀ꆄ㿂䒊鏤遤噟 ��������� 䎃䏞笂蒀倶䊨爙眔䊨玐♲⦐
鿈秸栀갪կ
The first phase of the Baiyinhua high-end aluminum plate and strip project is a key project of the SPIC and Xilinhot 
government in Inner Mongolia. To reached annual output of 400,000 tons, the project used 300 pre-baked anode 
electrolyzers, SY500, independently developed by Sami were applied. In 2020, the Baiyinhua project successfully 
completed the annual target, and successively won the "China Non-ferrous Metal Construction Industry New 
Technology Application Demonstration Project", "2020 Standard Chemical Site of Work Safety", and "2019-2020 
Green Construction Demonstration Project". 

呩⢾涯갉螟갪湡䱰欽 ���L" 갸揬ꤿ噱ꨵ鍒欰欴䪮遮 呩⢾
500k pre-baked anode for aluminum electrolysis technology in Baiyinhua Project
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侷㶶⻊ծ⥌䜂⻊鱲㘗僽佖鸣䲿⼮⫄窠⹛腊ծ㛆肫涮㾝倝⹛腊涸ꅾ銳䩛媯կ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ♧倰♶倬䲀鹍荈魧侷㶶⻊ծ⥌䜂⻊鱲
㘗⸈䓽倝䕎♴荈魧䊨玐籎䪬⺫腊⸂䒊鏤〥♧倰⸈䓽剣蒀ꆄ㿂遤噟⥌䜂⻊ծ侷㶶⻊鱲㘗欴ㅷㄤ禹窠鍒寸倰呩灇涮
㟞䓽畹昰⮚涸ず儗⸔⸂遤噟⥌䜂⻊鱲㘗կ
Digitization and information transformation are important means to transform and upgrade traditional kinetic energy and 
cultivate new kinetic energy for development. On the one hand, CHALIECO continues to promote its own digital and 
information transformation, and strengthen its EPC capacity under the new situation. On the other hand, the company also 
strengthens the digital transformation in R&D and provides systematic for the non-ferrous metal industry to enhance the 
competitiveness and help the industry informatization transformation. 

遤噟⥌䜂⻊䥰欽灇瑕莄涮*OGPSNBUJPO�BQQMJDBUJPO�BOE�3�%�JO�OPOGFSSPVT�JOEVTUSZ�

䱲莄湋庠걅㚖4VSWFZJOH�BOE�NPOJUPSJOH�FME
Ꟁꤎ"-�%43 䊨玐拄㹲兰腊湋䱽ꨭ麧禹窠갪湡㸤䧭灇涮ぢ欴噟⻊鹍玐鼟ⴀ㛚㻜
♧姿
The "AL-DSR Engineering Disaster Intelligent Monitoring Radar System" project of 
Changkan Institute has completed research and development, which is a solid step 
towards industrialization. 

Ꟁꤎ㸝Ⰼ莄橇㞯堤㐼➃䑝纏䊢增禹窠㸤䧭䪮遮騟箁锸阮ㄤ鑬稣鏤鎙燳㿋ꅾ㣐⽭
ꦖ彂搁➃荈⹛㸝Ⰼ䊢增禹窠㸤䧭鏤鎙䊨⡲⚛⸈䊨ⴀ垺堤禹窠㻜植搁➃堤荈⹛⯎ꨵծ
荈⹛䳕ꨵծ荈⹛饰굳ㄤ荈⹛꣭衅瘝⸆腊
The "Safety and Environment Inspection Robot" of Changkan Institute has completed 
the technical demonstration and detailed design. The "Unmanned Automatic Safety 
Inspection System for Major Hazardous Sources in Mines" has completed the design 
work and prototype system to realize the functions of automatic charging, automatic 
power exchange, automatic take-off and automatic landing of the drone. 

Ꟁꤎ荈⚺灇涮涸0OMJOF4"3 䊨玐拄㹲兰腊⻊湋庠ꨭ麧禹窠湋庠礵䏞ㄤ䪮遮䭷垥Ⰼ鿈麧ⵌ
植遤鋊眔ㄤ傁㹁湡垥銳宠䊺Ⱘ⪓Ⰼ䲀䑝䥰欽哬⟝
The OnlineSAR Disaster Monitoring Radar System independently developed by 
Changkan Institute has reached the accuracy and technical indicators required by the 
current specifications for comprehensive promotion and application. 
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⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ⸈䓽⥌䜂⻊腊⸂䒊鏤䲀䑝#*.䪮遮䥰欽㼞䒊眠瑟盗椚ծ
鏤⪓盗椚ծꦠ誋䊨玐盗椚ծ眎腊幾䱗盗椚瘝秜Ⰶ갪湡鏤鎙莄倶䊨䓽⻊
植㜥橇㞯湋庠ծ兰腊锄䏞ծ暟顺湋盗ծ侷㶶❜➰瘝腊⸂䲿⼮䊨玐侷㶶
⻊❜➰腊⸂կ��
CHALIECO has strengthened its informatization capacity, promoted the 
application of BIM technology, incorporated building site management, 
equipment management, concealed project management, energy 
conservation and emission reduction management, etc. into project 
design and construction, and strengthened on-site environmental 
monitoring, smart scheduling, material supervision, and improved the 
digital delivery capabilities of engineering.

⸈䘯侷㶶⻊ծ⥌䜂⻊鱲㘗%JHJUBM�BOE�JOGPSNBUJPO�USBOTGPSNBUJPO�

顜ꤿꤎ鏤鎙涸䑝銯螟⼮㣐㘗孻⻊ꍐ侷㶶⻊鏤鎙⿺䥰欽갪湡僽㕜Ⰺ껷⦐Ⰼ䑖Ⰼ㼠噟ⵄ欽 #*.�䪮遮鹍遤倶䊨㕭鏤鎙涸갪湡
5IF�MBSHF�TDBMF�BMVNJOB�EJHJUBM�EFTJHO�BOE�BQQMJDBUJPO�QSPKFDU�JO�(VBOHYJ�JT�UIF�STU�QSPKFDU�JO�$IJOB�UIBU�VTFT�#*.�UFDIOPMPHZ�UP�EFTJHO�DPOTUSVDUJPO�ESBXJOH

ⲅ摎欰欴걅㚖��
4NFMUJOH�1SPEVDUJPO

✽耡笩䥰欽걅㚖
*OUFSOFU�"QQMJDBUJPO

傹ꤎ䱰瑟⼥纈♲笞耡庠ꡠ꒳䪮遮鸑麔♲笞䒊垷鋕錏⻊⸔⸂燳㿋㸝Ⰼ欰欴ㄤ⥂剣顺
彂㸝Ⰼⱄⵄ欽
The "Key Technology of 3D Model of the Goaf Group" of Kunming Survey and Design 
Institute helps mining enterprises to work safely and maintain the safe reuse of resources 
through three-dimensional modeling and visualization

顜ꤿꤎ莄➃䊨兰腊欴噟ⶽ倝兰腊ꍐꨵ鍒㢴⸆腊堤穉呍䗱酤縨�갪湡㻜植ꨵ鍒ꍐ欰
欴䳕噱Ⰼ麔玐兰腊⻊
The "Intelligent Aluminum Electrolysis Multifunctional Unit Core Device" project Gami 
took part in realizes the intelligentization of the whole process of electrolytic aluminum 
production 

⚥蒀猰䪮剣蒀ꆄ㿂⸈䊨䊨噟✽耡笩䎂荩갪湡用駈倴✽耡笩㯮➝佖隶剣蒀ꆄ㿂⸈䊨遤噟⫄
窠⪓⟝䱰飑ծ盗椚堤ⵖㄤ崨玐㻜植遤噟⟱噟⪓ㅷ⪓⟝䏨涸✽耡✽鸑剣佪幾㼱ぐ⟱噟
⪓⟝䏨㶸ꆀ䲿넞爢剚顺彂ⵄ欽佪桧꣭⡛⟱噟麋斉䧭劥
The Internet platform of CNPT is based on the Internet, upgrading the traditional spare 
parts procurement, management and process of the non-ferrous metal processing 
industry, realizes the interconnection of the spare parts warehouses of industry 
enterprises, effectively reduces the enterprises spare parts inventory, and improves the 
efficiency of social resource utilization, which would reduce business operating costs. 
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㕜Ⰺ䱇奙㼠ⵄ ��� ⟝嵳㢪㼠ⵄ䱇奙 �� ⟝կ

The Enterprise management and Science and Technology Department is responsible for intellectual property 
affairs and management of intellectual property applications and maintenance; the Legal Affairs and Risk Control 
Department is responsible for IP licensing transfer risk review and dispute resolution; the Marketing Development 
Department and affiliated companies are responsible for patent promotion and application. At the same time, 
through the reform of the incentive mechanism, CHALIECO has promoted the company and its affiliated companies 
to formulate intellectual property rewards, remuneration and punishment measures to promote intellectual property 
work. In 2020, CHALIECO has 317 patent applications, 222 domestic authorized patents, and 12 overseas patents.

CHALIECO attaches great importance to intellectual property management. According to the "Patent Law of the 
People's Republic of China", "The Copyright Law of the People's Republic of China", "The People's Republic 
of China Anti-Unfair Competition Law", "Enterprise Intellectual Property Management Regulations" and other 
relevant laws and regulations, the company has formulated "CHALIECO Patent Management Measures" to better 
create, manage, protect and apply intellectual property rights to promote technological progress and enhance 
competitiveness. CHALIECO insists on independent innovation and protects its own intellectual property rights from 
being infringed while avoiding infringement of the intellectual property rights of other enterprises. 

���� 䎃 � 剢㕜㹻䊨噟ㄤ⥌䜂⻊鿈涮⡑倝♧➿➃䊨兰腊欴噟ⶽ倝ꅾ럊⟣Ⰶ㕠䳶嚸㋲⡙ぜ㋲顜ꤿꤎ鄄焷㹁捀兰腊
ꍐꨵ鍒㢴⸆腊堤穉呍䗱酤縨갪湡䳶嚸㋲⡙կ
顜ꤿꤎ兰腊ꍐꨵ鍒㢴⸆腊堤穉呍䗱酤縨갪湡傋㖈鍒寸湡ꍐꨵ鍒欰欴⡲噟⚥⹛䓽䏞㣐ծ䪮腊銳宠넞ծ➃䊨䧭劥넞ծ
欽䊨ꨈ瘝ꨈ겗Ⰼ䒸㼫⚆歲ꍐⲅ摎遤噟鼟ぢ兰腊⻊⡥걅遤噟兰腊醢鸣ⵖ넞럊仌㣐㕜ꥸ酤⪓䋑㜥⟧겙䒸걅Ⰼ椕ꨵ
鍒ꍐ⟱噟涸酤⪓䪮遮鹍姿կ
In February 2020, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology released the list of shortlisted units for the new 
generation of artificial intelligence industry. 

Gami was identified as pioneering unit for the project of "Intelligent Aluminum Electrolytic Multifunctional Unit Core 
Device". The "Intelligent Aluminum Electrolytic Multifunctional Unit Core Device" aims to solve the problems of high 
labor intensity, high skill requirements, high labor costs, and labor difficulties in operations, and comprehensively 
guide the world's aluminum smelting industry toward intelligence. To occupy the commanding heights of intelligent 
manufacturing in the industry, the project would expand the international equipment market share, and lead the 
equipment technology advancement of global electrolytic aluminum enterprises. 

Gami was identified as the pioneering unit for national new-generation artificial intelligence 
industry 
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CHALIECO deeply implements the safety management concept of "all risks should be 
controlled, and all accidents should be prevented", and implements the safety production 
policy of "safety first, prevention first, with comprehensive management" to promote the 
implementation of safety production. During the reporting period, the company's total 
investment to improve safety has reached 162.26 million yuan. 

Ⱆ㸝Ⰼ欰欴籎䫏Ⰶ
16,226蠜⯋

Adhering to the combined operation of the CAHSE and QHSE systems, CHALIECO incorporates quality, health, 
safety, and environment into the risk management and control system, conducting self-assessment, graded 
review of CHINALCO and CHALIECO, and third-party external audits to improve the level of institutionalization, 
standardization and systematization of management. In view of the fact that difficulty of safety risk is on the front 
line, CHALIECO has formulated the "Project Safety Production Responsibility" to clarify the project site construction 
safety management and the safety responsibilities of all ranks, and determine the risks through risk management and 
control measures to ensure the personal safety and reduce the occurrence of occupational diseases. CHALIECO has 
compiled occupational health assessment standards applicable to industrial construction, civil construction, municipal 
road construction, non-coal mine construction, surveying and mapping, and processing to strengthen assessment 
management. 
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囘隗珖贪կ
CHALIECO has persisted in implementing site safety management and clearly put forward the "ten-ban", "seven-
must" and "eight prohibitions" requirements for project safety in production. The company continuously strengthens 
the management of key links, implements the responsibilities of project managers, and focuses on project site 
inspections, and solidly promotes the three-year special rectification of production safety. The use of CHALIECO's 
CARC tools was promoted on the job site, and the on-site risk assessment has been improved. The company also 
organized enterprises to carry out self-inspections such as centralized rectification of production safety and epidemic 
prevention and control. We also have conducted special supervision on key projects and penetrated the supervision 
on member enterprise agencies and some secondary units and project departments. Through supervision and 
inspection, the current safety management situation on the spot has been effectively improved. 
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鹍遤⽭ꦖ彂陏ⴽ莄鐱⠮鹍遤湋漛增叅

Coordinating the work of property management 
and security, etc. 

Implementing QHSE policies 
and systems.

Implement training and drills.

Analyzing the advancement.

Formulating the company's QHSE goals.

Collecting employees' 
opinions on occupational 

health and safety and keeping 
communication channels open.

Summarizing and responding to the needs of 
employees, and reporting the proposed solution. 

Responsible for the HSE 
management of the company 
headquarters

Identifying and assessing hazard 
factors, and conducting supervision 
and inspection. 

㸝Ⰼ欰欴湋漛增叅
Supervision and inspection. 

䲀䑝㻜倶㸝Ⰼ欰欴ㄤ橇⥂⨴䐀垥彋ծ㸝Ⰼ欰欴ⵖ䏞
Promoting the implementation 
of safety and environmental 
standards, and safety systems.

ⴔⰖծ갪湡鿈
Branch Institute, 

Project Department 

㸝Ⰼ欰欴盗椚鿈
HSE & Construction 

Department 
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Starting from "basic level, foundation, and skills", CHALIECO conducts extensive safety education, strengthens 
safety training, and creates a strong safety culture through enriching activity, laying the foundation of safety for 
high-quality development. The company mobilizes the enthusiasm and initiative of employees to participate in 
safety management through special training, warning education, emergency drills, etc. In recent years, CHALIECO 
has strengthened the application of modern technology in safety training and education, innovated in animation 
video promotion, VR safety experience hall, etc., to enhance the safety awareness education of on-site personnel. 
The company organized and carried out 8 sessions of training on construction site safety management, highway 
construction safety management, and personnel's ability to perform safety management duties using online and 
offline training and seminars. The total number of participants was 1,225, and the training has solved problems and 
improved personnel capabilities and achieved certain results. In the whole year, all enterprises carried out a total of 
382 emergency drills, with a total of 7,968 people participating. 

The safety management of many projects of CHALIECO has been commended and recognized by the government 
and the clients. Among them, the first phase of the high-end aluminum plate and strip project of Baiyinhua and 
the  Anyang International Financial Center project won the honorary title of "2020 Standard Site of Work Safety of 
Nonferrous Metal Construction". 
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CHALIECO uses Internet technology to enhance safety 
awareness and capabilities, and cooperates with China 
Nonferrous Press to launch the knowledge-answer activity 
on "Safety for a Strong Enterprise" Wechat mini app. 
10,635 people registered, accounting for 78% of the 
company's employees. A total of 9,282 people completed 
the assessment and answered the questions, with an 
average score of 81.5 points. 

䲀ⴀ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ㸝Ⰼ䓽⟱㼭玐䎸

呩⢾

Launched "Safety for a Strong Enterprise" Mini App
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As a productive service company, CHALIECO has continuously improved its own technology, research and 
development, contracting and construction service capabilities, and actively promoted the safe, green, and high-
quality development of the non-ferrous metal industry chain. At the same time, we also attach importance to 
the responsibilities of suppliers and subcontractors associated with the company's business, and promote the 
construction of a responsible and sustainable industrial chain. 
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CHALIECO continues to improve its supplier management system, formulating "CHALIECO Supplier Management 
Measures", "Qualified Supplier Management Regulations", " CHALIECO Trade Customers and Supplier Credit 
Risk Management Measures (Interim)", "Interim Measures for CHALIECO Credit Management", etc., to standardize 
supplier access, management, and exit management, and reduce supply chain risks. 
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Complying with the "Contract Law of the People's Republic of China", "The Tendering and Bidding Law of the 
People's Republic of China", "The Audit Law of the People's Republic of China", "The People's Republic of China 
Anti-Unfair Competition Law" and other national laws and regulations, CHALIECO has formulated the "Administrative 
and Supervision Measures for Project Bidding and Bidding", "Implementation Rules", "Project Construction Bidding 
Supervision Measures", "Construction Bidding Implementation Rules", etc., to standardize the procurement 
management of CHALIECO and its subsidiaries, clarify procurement principles and procedures, and guarantee fair 
competition. In 2020, CHALIECO has establish cooperation with 3,864 suppliers and 1,305 subcontractors.

During the access period, the company requires contractors to provide QHSE management system and certification 
documents, and gives priority to suppliers that use green products. 

During the production and construction period, in order to ensure the progress, quality and objectives of the project, 
CHALIECO, in accordance with the "Subcontractor Safety Key Management and Control Measures," to evaluate 
subcontractor and for a list of qualified subcontractors. The company continues to supervise the implementation 
of labor management, safety and environmental protection work, and remove subcontractors that violate the laws 
and regulations, or cause environmental incidents from the list. The company incorporates subcontractors into 
the project's safety and environmental protection training and supervision and management, strictly inspects the 
construction of subcontractors, regularly organizes evaluations, and urges subcontractors to implement on-site safety 
and environmental protection responsibilities.
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Lucid waters and lush mountains are invaluable assets. CHALIECO firmly practices the concept of green 
development, implements the requirements of ecological civilization construction, actively responds 
to climate change, strengthens energy and resource management and control, waste management, 
research and development of environmental protection technologies. We also promote aluminum 
application products to help the green transformation of the non-ferrous metal industry and make 
contribution to the harmonious coexistence of man and nature. 
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Climate change is a major global challenge facing mankind today. The Chinese government has promised that carbon 
dioxide emissions will reach a peak by 2030 and strive to achieve carbon neutrality by 2060. Under this commitment, 
China's policies, regulations, and institutional systems will undergo important changes. The aluminum industry is 
in the key areas of energy consumption and carbon emissions, and it is imperative to control "carbon peak" and 
achieve "carbon neutrality". This has brought certain challenges to CHALIECO, but also new opportunities. On the 
one hand, we must actively promote carbon reduction measures such as emission reduction and carbon reduction, 
non-fossil replacement, and low-carbon production in the field of project construction and production, actively 
respond to climate change, and enhance the "low-carbon" competitiveness of enterprises. On the other hand, it will 
bring us an opportunity to focus on the research and development of key carbon reduction technologies, develop 
new equipment, new technology research and application of results, and expand the market share of engineering 
projects. At the same time, the promotion of aluminum has also become a favorable opportunity for our business. 
Climate change is also prone to cause various geological disasters. We are actively exploring new business areas for 
geological disaster management. 

In addition, we also actively cooperate with customers to act together to control carbon emissions from the source, 
and strive to achieve a synergistic effect of reducing pollution and carbon. We attach importance to the use of nature-
based solutions and apply them to environmental protection projects to help mitigate and adapt to climate change.
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䧮⦛䱰》涸䥰㼩䲃倶剣5IF�DPVOUFSNFBTVSFT�XF�IBWF�UBLFO�BSF

䪮遮灇瑕
5FDIOPMPHZ�3FTFBSDI

欰欴莄倶䊨
1SPEVDUJPO�BOE�DPOTUSVDUJPO

鳵Ⱆ⿺暟噟
0DF�BOE�1SPQFSUZ

灇涮刿眎ꨵծ⡛焫涸笂蒀鍒寸倰呩鸑麔䪮遮⮚⻊⸔⸂噟⚺ծ㹐䨩⡛焫䱗佞
R&D for more energy-saving, low-carbon green solutions, through technological 
optimization, to help customers decrease carbon emissions 

䱰欽넞橇⥂垥彋ծ⡛焫䱗佞涸鏤倶⿺禹窠
To adopt facilities and systems with high environmental standards and low carbon 
emissions 

䲀䑝⢪欽 -&%教
To promote the use of LED lights

ⰖⰟ⼥㚖撑僈鏤⪓䱰欽耪⯕䱽ⵖ眎秉ꨵ腊
Lighting equipment in public area uses light controlled by sound or light to save energy

䱰欽刿꧋秉涸瑟锄禹窠ざ椚䱽ⵖ瑟锄麋⡲儗⿺影䏞
To adopt more intensive air-conditioning system to reasonably control the operating time 
and temperature

騟教瘝㢪鿈⼥㚖㢹撑僈䱰欽㣖ꤿ腊欴ㅷ剏➿
Street lights in other external areas are  using solar products

䲀䑝笂蒀鳵Ⱆꡠꟗꬋ䗳銳撑僈ծ䱗괏ծ곏爙㐼ծ䱰⯕教瘝
To promote green office, turn off non-essential lighting, ventilation, displays, etc.

⸈䓽倶䊨盗䱽䱰欽焫䱗佞刿⡛涸堤唒鏤⪓
To strengthen construction control and adopt machinery and equipment with lower 
carbon emissions

⸈䓽欰欴麔玐盗䱽꣭⡛ぐ橇眎ծぐ崨玐腊彂嶊署
To strengthen production process control and reduce energy consumption in all links and 
processes 

䲀䑝ꍐ䥰欽
To promote aluminum material 

欰欴莄倶䊨植㜥⢪欽㣔搬孴剏➿撋挦
The use of natural gas instead of coal in production and construction sites

㾝焫䯲꧋ծ㔿焫䪮遮瘝焫䱗佞䱽ⵖ䪮遮灇瑕捀ꍐ遤噟⡛焫涮㾝䲿⣘刿㥩倰呩
To carry out research on carbon emission control technologies such as carbon capture 
and carbon sequestration technology to provide better solutions for the low-carbon 
development of the aluminum industry 

䱰欽⡛䱗佞ծ幡悥腊彂涸䊨玐鏤⪓
To use low-emission, clean energy engineering equipment 
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The DER/CCHP system uses natural gas as a fuel to drive a gas generator to generate electricity for the airport. The 
waste heat discharged is used by waste heat recovery equipment to provide the airport for air-conditioning. At the 
same time, the DER/CCHP does not need to build a large power grid for long-distance, high-voltage or ultra-high-
voltage transmission, which can reduce line losses and save transmission and distribution construction cost. 

呩⢾Ꟁ尪ꤎ⸔⸂廩⽂랓蔄㕜ꥸ堤㜥꣭焫幾䱗格钡〳 呩⢾

꣭⡛橇㞯䕧갠 3FEVDF�&OWJSPONFOUBM�*NQBDU
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ㓃呔黽䗄շ⚥螟➃字Ⱏㄤ㕜橇㞯⥂隋岁ոշ⚥螟➃字Ⱏㄤ㕜㣐孴寓厩屛岁ոշ⚥螟➃字Ⱏㄤ㕜宐寓厩屛岁ո
շ⚥螟➃字Ⱏㄤ㕜㔿넒䑛唲暟寓厩橇㞯屛岁ոշ⚥螟➃字Ⱏㄤ㕜橇㞯㐾耪寓厩屛岁ոշ⚥螟➃字Ⱏㄤ㕜幡悥欰欴⤛
鹍岁ո⿺갪湡䨾㖈麋斉㖑涸橇⥂岁䖒ծ岁鋊⿺垥彋կⰖ㓃呔Ⰺ鿈盗椚ⵖ㹁շ2)4玐䎸俒⟝ոշ2)4&盗椚넒禹䩛ⱁո
㛚䭯)4& 넒禹⿺⚥ꍐ꧋㕰 $")4& 넒禹⚛鮨麋遤㼩橇㞯盗椚鹍遤䭯糵湋漛կ���� 䎃⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ劢涮欰鯱㣐⿺⟄♳瑲
涮䚍橇㞯✲⟝կ
眎秉腊彂僽⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ衅㻜猰㷸涮㾝錙ծ驏遤笂蒀涮㾝涸呏劥銳宠կ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸꅾ鋕猰䪮ⶽ倝㻜倶彂걧眎腊ぐ⦐鏤鎙⟱
噟㖈鏤鎙镩鑉갪湡⚥㓃呔黽㸛㕜㹻剣ꡠ岁䖒岁鋊㓃呔㛂遤㕜㹻欴噟佟瘻ㄤ㕜㹻ծ遤噟䪮遮鋊㹁礵䗱鏤鎙捀⟱噟欰
欴ⶽ鸣葻㥩涸眎腊哬⟝կ⸈䓽갪湡♧箁腊彂眎秉琎噱䲀䑝倝勞俱ծ倝䊨谀ざ椚㸝䱗倶䊨䊨䎸⸈䓽勞俱涸䗄橇ⵄ欽
幾㼱⾲勞俱涸嵠顥莄腊彂涸嶊署կ⸈䓽眎腊侅肫㹒⫄穉籽⟱噟㾝�眎腊㹒⫄ワ⿺橇⥂傈崞⹛斉鸣眎腊꣭焫涸
慭⾩孧㕠䲿넞䑝㣐㆞䊨眎腊䠑陏կ���� 䎃⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ劢涮欰眎腊麫岁麫鋊✲⟝կ

㖈 ���� 䎃 �剢莉鳵涸⚥㕜廩⽂㕜ꥸ笂蒀涮㾝⽇錓剚♳Ꟁ尪ꤎ捀廩⽂랓蔄㕜ꥸ堤㜥鏤鎙涸ⲇ攧ꨵ♲耡⣘腊彂畀
갪湡鄄廩⽂溁涮佖㨼鐱捀眎腊佖鸣Ⱙ㘗呩⢾⚛暵ⴽ䲿ⴀ邍䕥կ
���� 䎃Ꟁ尪ꤎ捀廩⽂랓蔄㕜ꥸ堤㜥鏤鎙ⲇ攧ꨵ♲耡⣘腊彂畀⚛倴 ���� 䎃 � 剢䫏Ⰶ姻䒭麋斉կ鑪갪湡僽廩⽂溁痦♧
⦐♲耡⣘ⴔ侔䒭腊彂갪湡⛲僽Ⰼ㕜ⴔ侔䒭腊彂爙眔갪湡կ䫏Ⰶ⢪欽 �䎃⢵腊彂畀麋遤葻㥩♶⫦捀랓蔄㕜ꥸ堤㜥
眎溁腊彂顥欽ㄤ麋斉䧭劥鼨⯎ⴔ涮䳸ⴔ侔䒭腊彂䂽㞅珵涸⡲欽痗ざ欽ꨵ㸝Ⰼ⟄⿺㣔搬孴涮㾝倰ぢ捀廩⽂溁
腊彂〳䭯糵涮㾝ㄤⰎ㘗爢剚䒊鏤⨞ⴀ剣渤䱲程ㄤ葻㥩爙眔կ
ⲇ攧ꨵ♲耡⣘禹窠鸑麔⟄㣔搬孴捀敍俱䌞⹛敍孴涮ꨵ堤欴欰ꨵ⸂⣘堤㜥⢪欽禹窠涮ꨵ䖔䱗ⴀ涸긄攧鸑麔긄攧㔐
佐ⵄ欽鏤⪓⣘堤㜥Ⱶ㣔䱰军ծ㢙㣔醢ⲇկず儗♲耡⣘禹窠♶銳䒊鏤㣐ꨵ笩鹍遤黆騄ꨅծ넞㠹䧴馄넞㠹鱑鷐〳幾
㼱箁䴦眎溁鱑ꂁꨵ䒊鏤顥欽կ
At the China (Hunan) International Green Development Expo held in September 2020, the "Triple Energy Station 
Integrating Cooling, Heating and Power " project designed by Cinf for Huanghua International Airport was highly 
recognized as an energy-saving renovation case by the Hunan Provincial Development and Reform Commission. 

In 2010, Cinf designed a distributed energy resource, combined holding hinting on the power (DER/CCHP) for 
Huanghua International Airport, which was put into operation in July 2011. This project is the first DER/CCHP in 
Hunan Province, and it is also a national DER/CCHP project. After being put into use for 9 years, the energy station 
has been running well, not only saving energy and operating costs for Huanghua International Airport, but also giving 
full play to the role of this technology in "peak cut", in line with electricity safety and natural gas development. This 
project is a useful explorations and good demonstrations for the sustainable development of Hunan. 

Cinf assisted Hunan Huanghua International Airport to reduce carbon emissions 
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Energy conservation is the fundamental requirement for CHALIECO to implement the scientific development 
concept and practice green development. CHALIECO attaches great importance to technological innovation and 
implements source energy conservation. In design consulting projects, all design companies strictly abide by relevant 
national laws and regulations, strictly implement national industrial policies and technical regulations to create good 
energy-saving conditions for enterprise production. To strengthen the energy conservation of the project, we actively 
promote new materials and new processes, rationally arrange construction procedures, strengthen the recycling of 
materials, and reduce the waste of raw materials and energy consumption. To raise energy conservation awareness, 
the company has carried out "Energy Conservation Publicity Week and Environmental Protection Day" activities 
to create a strong culture for energy conservation and carbon reduction. In 2020, CHALIECO had no violations of 
energy-saving laws and regulations. 

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ ��������� 䎃腊彂嶊署䞔屣$)"-*&$0T�FOFSHZ�DPOTVNQUJPO�JO����������

CHALIECO always strictly complies with the Environmental Protection Law of the People's Republic of China, the Air 
Pollution Prevention and Control Law of the People's Republic of China, the Water Pollution Prevention and Control 
Law of the People's Republic of China, the Law of the People's Republic of China on the Prevention and Control 
of Solid Waste Pollution, and the Environmental Noise Pollution of the People's Republic of China. Prevention 
and Control Law, Cleaner Production Promotion Law of the People's Republic of China and other environmental 
protection laws, regulations and standards of the place where the project is located. With strict internal management, 
the company has formulated "QHS Procedure Documents" and "QHSE Management System Manual". Adhering 
to the concurrent operation of the HSE system and Chinalco's CAHSE system, we have continuously supervised 
environmental management. In 2020, CHALIECO did not have any major or more sudden environmental incidents. 

敍屘⢪欽ꆀ
Fuel Consumption

欽ꨵꆀ
Power

㣔搬孴⢪欽ꆀ
Natural gas 

����

����

����

3,325,120.4

1,915,934.7

36,471,384.9 44,477,685.8 82,739,183

3,581,559.9

1,242,626.7

18,027,118

593,600

����

����

����

����

����

����

⼮
Litter 

用倰碛
cubic 
meter

䏞
Kilowatt-

hour

① ② ③ 2020 年，中鋁國際重新檢視和規範了燃油使用量、用電量、天然氣使用量的資料統計口徑，並啟用了線上填報系統，此前資料不具有可比性。

In 2020,CHALIECO re-examined and standardized the The data statistics of fuel consumption, power and natural gas, and launched an online reporting system. 
The previous data were not comparable.

①

②

③
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⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ帿罭㡝㕼㛇颶䗁笂ծ鼸㗗䗁笂瘝橇㞯屛椚갪湡걅㚖琎噱䬪笂蒀䪮遮灇涮ծ笂蒀叅倶䊨ծ笂蒀麋遤盗椚ծ
笂蒀갪湡涮涸欰䡿橇⥂倝噟걅㚖捀噟⚺䲿⣘笂蒀倰呩կ
CHALIECO has actively developed Simulate Loam Substrate (SLS) and Mine Simulate Loam to promote green 
technology R&D, green survey construction, green operation, and green project development, providing green 
solutions to clients. 

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ⸈䓽䊨玐갪湡倶䊨盗椚䑝岌䲀遤俒僈倶䊨ծ笂蒀倶䊨կ㖈眎㖑ծ眎宐ծ眎腊ծ眎勞倰⨞ⴀ鑬稣鋊㹁鋊
眔갪湡植㜥䳓㞓ծ㐾갉ծ䑛唲暟⿺寓宐䱗佞䲿ⴀ갪湡倶䊨Ⱉ⦐涰ⴔ涰湡垥焷⥂갪湡倶䊨㼩橇㞯涸䕧갠꣭ⵌ剒⡛կ
CHALIECO has strengthened construction management of engineering projects, and extensively promoted green 
construction. In terms of saving land, water, energy and material, detailed regulations have been made to regulate 
the discharge of dust, noise, waste and sewage on the project site. The company also puts forward the goal of "six-
100%" for project construction to ensure that the impact of project construction on the environment is minimized. 

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸⵖ㹁շ橇㞯⥂隋盗椚鋊㹁ոշ㔿넒䑛唲暟盗椚鋊㹁ոշ磋㞓ㄤ嫫暟盗椚鋊㹁ո瘝ⵖ䏞㼩倶䊨麔玐⚥欴欰涸䑛尪ծ
序㕼ծꏈ瘡ծ䑛俱瘝䑛唲暟贕縨倰岁⨞ⴀ僈焷鋊㹁⚛❜歋ⴔ⺫㉁ �䪬⺫㉁鹍遤㧆㊤贕縨㼩⽭ꦖ䑛唲暟鹍遤窠♧佐꧋
䖔❜歋橇㞯⥂隋鿈䧴Ⱘ⪓剣顺颶涸痦♲倰堤圓鹍遤㧆㊤贕縨⟄幾㼱㼩欰䡿橇㞯鸣䧭涸䕧갠կ

橇⥂屛椚噟&OWJSPONFOUBM�(PWFSOBODF�

笂蒀倶䊨(SFFO�$POTUSVDUJPO�

䑛唲暟盗椚8BTUF�.BOBHFNFOU�

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ갪湡倶䊨Ⱉ⦐涰ⴔ涰湡垥TJY������TUBOEBSE�PG�QSPKFDU�TJUF

To cope with the waste generated by engineering projects, CHALIECO has formulated the "Environmental 
Protection Management Regulations", "Solid Waste Management Regulations", and "Dust and Poison Management 
Regulations" to deal with waste sand, muck, steel bars, waste materials, etc. According to these regulations, waste 
disposal shall be handed over to the subcontractor/contractor for proper disposal. After the hazardous wastes are 
collected uniformly, they are handed over to the environmental protection department or a qualified third-party 
organization  in order to reduce the impact to the ecological environment. 

㼓ꟗ盗椚涰ⴔ涰
100% enclosed 
management

暟俱銻覇涰ⴔ涰
100% material 

coverage

幡悥⥂憈涰ⴔ涰
100% clean and 

moisturizing

麤騟炽⻊涰ⴔ涰
100% road 
hardening

鮦鰙幡峤涰ⴔ涰
100% vehicle 

cleaning

㺙ꟗ麋鱑涰ⴔ涰
100% airtight 
transportation
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⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸⵖ㹁շ䊨玐갪湡倶䊨植㜥欽宐盗椚鋊㹁ո㼩倶䊨植㜥宐顺彂⢪欽ㄤ欰欴欰崞寓宐䱗佞⨞ⴀ鋊㹁꣭⡛宐顺彂
嶊署幡悥䱗佞䑛宐鼙⯝宐顺彂寓厩կ
CHALIECO has formulated the "Regulations on Water Management at Construction Sites of Engineering Projects", 
which stipulates the use of water resources and the discharge of sewage at construction sites to reduce water 
consumption and avoid water pollution. 

倶䊨植㜥鏤縨䱗宐彘庈ծ小慈寑瘝佐꧋寓宐⿺岞悄⚛鹍遤小꣭贕椚麧垥䖔䱗Ⰶ䋑佟寓宐盗笩禹窠㓃呔鼙⯝寓宐忶Ⰶ荈搬宐彂鸣䧭寓厩
Setting up drainage ditches, sedimentation tanks, etc. on the construction site to collect sewage 
and mud, and perform settlement treatment, and discharge it into the municipal sewage pipe 
network system after reaching the standard, strictly avoiding sewage infiltration into natural water 
sources and causing pollution 

ꃑ䏞鳅넞涸庈麤峤巊㨼䩯剣餴餘涸寓宐㢅椚畀㢅椚
The pipeline washing lotion with higher acidity is entrusted to a qualified sewage treatment 
station for treatment 

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ ��������� 䎃㔿넒䑛唲暟籎ꆀ䞔屣$)"*&$0T�UPUBM�BNPVOU�PG�TPMJE�XBTUF�JO����������

宐顺彂ⵄ欽�8BUFS�3FTPVSDF�6UJMJ[BUJPO�

剣㹲䑛唲暟炛렽ծ䑛唲教盗瘝
Hazardous waste 
(selenium drum,waste 

lamptube,etc.)

Harmlesswaste
(kitchen waste,construction 

waste)

搁㹲䑛唲暟䑉긄㘏㖤ծ䒊眠㘏㖤

����

����
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2.74 1.15
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����

㑙
Ton 

㑙
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갪湡倶䊨眎宐⨞岁

갪湡倶䊨䑛宐ざ鋊䱗佞

W
ater Saving 

Practices
W

astew
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Com

pliance

倶䊨植㜥㸝酤ꨍ宐佐꧋禹窠欽倴嗃鄄扪弶ծ幡峤鮦鰙瘝꣭⡛倝늫宐⢪欽ꆀ
Installment of rainwater collection system on the construction site for vegetation irrigation, 
washing vehicles, etc., to reduce the consumption of fresh water 

耡鸑欽宐橇眎岤ꅾ䗄橇ⵄ欽幾㼱寓宐䱗佞
Integrating water links, paying attention to recycling, and reducing sewage discharge 

㸝酤眎宐鏤⪓꣭⡛宐顺彂⢪欽
Installment of water-saving equipment to reduce water usage 
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④ ⑤ 2019 年，中鋁國際重新檢視和規範了用水量與廢水排放量的資料統計口徑，並啟用了線上填報系統，此前資料不具有可比性。�
*O������$)"-*&$0�SF�FYBNJOFE�BOE�TUBOEBSEJ[FE�UIF�EBUB�TUBUJTUJDT�PG�XBUFS�DPOTVNQUJPO�BOE�XBTUFXBUFS�EJTDIBSHF�BOE�MBVODIFE�BO�POMJOF�SFQPSUJOH�TZTUFN��5IF�QSFWJPVT�EBUB�XFSF�OPU�DPNQBSBCMF��

䲀遤橇⥂䪮遮 1SPNPUF�&OWJSPONFOUBM�1SPUFDUJPO�5FDIOPMPHZ�
ꦐ衼䧮㕜橇㞯銳宠ㄤ垥彋涸䲿⼮燳⼥넞佪䱰ծ䊨䑖幡悥ⲅ摎ծ䱗佞暟㔐佐ⵄ欽ծ欰䡿屛椚瘝걅㚖捀⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ涸涮
㾝䌞⢵✫倝涸堤麁կ⡲捀剣蒀遤噟涸䊨玐䪮遮륋걧⟱噟⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ琎噱䬪㾝橇⥂䪮遮灇瑕莄䲀䑝㖈腊彂⢪欽佪桧䲿⼮ծ
䑛孴剣堤贕椚ծ寓厩暟䱗佞䱽ⵖ莄屛椚ծꆄ㿂㔐佐桧䲿⼮ծ燳⼥荈⹛䱲庠ծ⡛ㅷ⡙ꍐ㕼燳넞佪ⵄ欽瘝걅㚖㾝䪮遮灇涮
捀䪬䱹갪湡䊨玐㤭㹁㛇燊կず儗䧮⦛㼩橇⥂ꡠ꒳酤⪓⨞ⴀ帿Ⰶⴔ區ㄤ灇瑕䖰鏤鎙彂걧ⴀ涮捀갪湡䲿⣘刿幡悥ծ刿
넞佪ծ刿笂蒀涸橇㞯鍒寸倰呩կ
���� 䎃Ꟁꤎ䬪㾝橇⥂莄欰䡿⥝䗁屛椚걅㚖䪬䱹鿝䊜荆娀簕ծ䁌ꤿ荆廭䋑ծ廩⻌랓瀖䋑瘝㖈Ⰺ涸♧䪠⥝䗁䊨玐갪
湡կꟀ尪ꤎ暽걧䪬事涸㕜㹻ꅾ럊灇涮鎙殥갪湡շぢ剣蒀ꆄ㿂ⲅ摎崨玐礵稣盗䱽涸笩騟⼿ず醢鸣ꡠ꒳䪮遮莄䎂荩灇涮ո
䧭捀䊨⥌鿈笂蒀醢鸣禹窠鍒寸倰呩⣘䥰㉁갪湡կ
With the improvement of China's environmental requirements and standards, high-efficiency in mining areas, clean 
smelting of factories, recycling of emissions, and ecological governance have brought new opportunities for the 
development of CHALIECO. As a leading engineering technology company in the non-ferrous industry, CHALIECO 
actively expands the research and promotion of environmental protection technology, focusing on energy efficiency 
improvement, waste gas treatment, pollutant control and treatment, metal recovery rate improvement, automatic 
mining area detection, and efficient use of low-grade bauxite. With advanced technology and experience in China, 
the company has laid the foundation for undertaking project engineering. At the same time, we have made in-depth 
analysis and research on key environmental protection equipment, starting from the design source, and providing 
cleaner, more efficient and greener environmental solutions for the project. 
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In 2020, Changkan Institute expanded ecological restoration application, and undertook a number of restoration 
projects in Linwu County of Chenzhou, Linxiang City of Yueyang, and Huangshi City of Hubei. The National Key R&D 
Project "Key Technology and Platform R&D for Network Collaborative Manufacturing for Fine Control of Non-ferrous 
Metal Smelting Process" led by Cinf has become a green manufacturing solution project of the Ministry of Industry 
and Information Technology. 
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懩ꤿꤎ
4BNJ

襴攧䒭揯敮旯305䪮遮
Regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO) 

technology 

屛椚挦稇欰欴麔玐⚥涸剣堤䑛孴
Treatment of waste gas in the carbon production 

process 

Ꟁ尪ꤎ
$JOG��

憈岁ⲅ摎䊨谀
Hydrometallurgy process

鍒寸ꋜⲅ摎遤噟✳孻⻊炻䱗佞㉏겗
Reducing sulfur dioxide emissions in the copper 

smelting industry

Ꟁ尪ꤎ
$JOG��

3%1 Ⰼ麔玐♧넒⻊礵ⲥ⼿ず芁넒⯎㞅䪮遮
RDP full-process integration, precise 

and collaborative paste filling 
technology

䲿넞燳㿋㞅⯎㻜뀿㹔顺俱彋焷䚍䲿⣘䊨谀鏤鎙垥彋倰岁莄䎂荩⸔⸂Ⰼ崨玐兰腊⻊盗䱽捀燳㿋笂蒀넞颶ꆀ涮㾝䲿⣘䪮遮佅丐
Improving the accuracy of mine filling laboratory data, 
providing standard methods for process design and 
platforms, helping the entire process of intelligent 
management and control, and providing technical 

support for the green and high-quality development of 
mines 

Ꟁ尪ꤎ
$JOG��

㺢孻磋撋㑑オ擧寑擧摎䪮遮ㄤ酤⪓灇瑕
Oxygen-enriched pulverized coal 

injection molten pool smelting 
technology and equipment

䲿⼮ꊋ禹窠鼨⾲旯欰欴䭷垥ծ꣭ ⡛序ゎꊋծ撋署ծ孻署ծ⹛䓽䏞
Improving the production indicator of the reduction 

furnace of the lead system, reducing the lead content 
of the slag, coal consumption, oxygen consumption, 

and labor intensity 

Ꟁ尪ꤎ
$JOG��

ꋜⲅ摎⟱噟䑛宐ꨪ䱗佞ꡠ꒳䪮遮⿺䥰欽
Key Technologies and Application of 
"Zero Discharge" of Wastewater in 

Copper Smelting Enterprises

㻜植ꋜⲅ摎䑛宐顺彂⻊ծ搁㹲⻊竤憘㘗ꨪ䱗佞
Ensuring wastewater from copper smelting harmless 

and "zero discharge" 

Ꟁ尪ꤎ
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ꍙ嵵ⴀ序넞⧩⻊幡悥ⲅ摎䪮遮
High-value clean smelting technology 

for zinc leaching residue 

㻜植⽭䑛序ꍙ嵵ⴀ序⚥剣⭆ꆄ㿂涸㺢꧋ㄤ竷ざ㔐佐
Gathering valuable metals and comprehensive 

recovery in the hazardous waste residue-zinc leaching 
residue 

Ꟁꤎ
$IBOHLBO�*OTUJUVUF�

燳㿋㖑♴䱰瑟⼥搁➃荈⹛䱲庠䪮遮
Unmanned automatic detection 

technology for underground goaf of mine 

侮ざ燳欴顺彂ծ鼙⯝燳㿋橇㞯䟅⻊ㄤ顺彂嵠顥
Integrating mineral resources to avoid deterioration 

of the mine environment and waste of resources 

Ꟁꤎ
$IBOHLBO�*OTUJUVUF�

剣蒀遤噟燳序㛜㜥欰䡿⥝䗁䪮遮灇瑕ㄤ䲀䑝
Research and promotion of ecological 
restoration technology for slag storage 

yard in non-ferrous industry

㛇倴荈搬涸鍒寸倰呩㻜植欰䡿⥝䗁䊺㖈屎⽂⚥䊜ꍐ噟涸饕岞㛜㜥㾝植㜥鑑뀿植㜥嗃暟Ꟁ葻㥩
Nature-based solutions to achieve ecological 

restoration

The field test has been carried out in the red mud 
disposal site of Henan Zhongzhou Aluminum Industry, 

and the plants on the spot are growing well 

Ꟁ尪ꤎ
$JOG��

ꊋꤿ噱岞贕椚倝䪮遮
New technology of lead anode slime 

treatment 

䲿넞ꆄ㿂㔐佐桧涸ず儗幾㼱䱗佞ծ眎秉腊署
While increasing the metal recovery rate reducing 

emissions and save energy consumption 
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The recyclability, lightness, and corrosion resistance of aluminum products are of unique importance for saving energy 
and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. From a long-term perspective of environmental protection, aluminum 
applications will have broader prospects in the construction industry, transportation and other fields, and will also 
have more significant social benefits. CHALIECO is advancing the high-end transformation of the aluminum intensive 
processing value chain, increasing innovation, launching engineering aluminum, exploring new market areas, and 
building core competitiveness. Guided by market and user needs, we develop aluminum alloy products and promote 
the implementation of aluminum applications in areas such as construction, transportation, telecommunications, 
industrial equipment, and infrastructure. 

In 2020, CHALIECO's engineering aluminum business and market has achieved new expansion, building an aluminum 
application industry base in Yunnan, and wining the bid for the country's first large-diameter special-shaped 
aluminum structure building-Aluminium alloy reticulated shell of Comprehensive Exhibition Hall in Chengdu, Sichuan. 
The three cross-street aluminum alloy flyovers undertook by our company appeared on the streets of Chifeng City, 
Inner Mongolia. One of them is the aluminum alloy flyover with the largest monomer scale and the largest amount of 
raw materials in China. 
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⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ㖈琼㹁㾝荈魧噟竤斉涸ず儗⚺⹛䪬事⟱噟爢剚顑⟣伞䩛ⵄ渤湱ꡠ倰Ⱏ䒊ㄤ镛爢剚կⰖ
笞隋㆞䊨奙渤䵨䒊㆞䊨涮㾝䎂荩⸔⸂㆞䊨䧭Ꟁ⦸㼫䘋격礵牟琎噱莄礵ⲥ䪜顆佅䴂爢剚Ⱆ
渤✲噟剪ծ㤀桏爢剚䬪㾝嵳㢪갪湡岤ꅾ爢⼥顑⟣㾶遤⸔䲀殹㖑竤憘涮㾝ⶽ鸣Ⱏ飶⭆⧩կ
While stably carrying out its own business operations, CHALIECO also actively assumes corporate social 
responsibilities and works with stakeholders to build a harmonious society. The company safeguards 
the rights and interests of employees, builds an employee development platform, and helps them 
grow. Advocating volunteerism, we actively participate in targeted poverty alleviation to support social 
welfare, serve and contribute to society. Oversea entities focus on fulfilling community responsibilities, 
boosting local economic development, and creating win-win value.

03
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Adhering to the "people-oriented" principle, CHALIECO respects and protects the legitimate rights and interests of 
employees, and formulates the "CHALIECO Headquarters Staff Recruitment Management Measures", "CHALIECO 
Labor Contract Management Measures" and other systems to build a complete employee rights protection system. 
The company resolutely eliminates forced labor, guarantees equal employment, implements ethnic policies, and 
strictly prohibits the use of child labor. As of the end of the reporting period, CHALIECO had 14,621 employees. 

In terms of remuneration, CHALIECO provides employees with reasonable salary and benefits, pays social insurance 
and provident funds for employees in accordance with the law, provides paid leave, implements the sick leave system, 
etc., and provides employees with benefits such as medical examinations. CHALIECO also encourages subsidiaries to 
pay corporate annuities and supplementary medical insurance for their employees.  

In terms of democratic management, CHALIECO has perfected the corporate democratic management system based 
on the workers' congress to protect the employees' right. 
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In 2020, 24 employees participated in the training courses of "Alloy Plan", "Edge Plan" and "Flying Plan". Many 
employees also participated in the comprehensive management skills training for team leaders of CHINALCO, 
comprehensive office skills competition. Besides, the first " CHALIECO Cup" Engineering Skills Competition, the 
4th " CHALIECO Cup" innovation and creativity competition, "Safety Work" competitions and induction training 
for new employees have improved the quality and abilities of employees. "China Aluminum International Lecture 
Hall", as well as other six thematic lectures on safety management, human resources, legal and risk control, market 
development, office skills, and financial management provided opportunities for business exchanges, seminars and 
training on issues related to the company's production and operation reform and development. In 2020, CHALIECO 
has trained 12,546 people in total . 

竤斉盗椚➃㆞0QFSBUJPO�BOE�NBOBHFNFOU�TUB��
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欰欴乼⡲➃㆞1SPEVDUJPO�PQFSBUPS 剪⿺Ⱖ➭➃㆞1FSTPOOFM�JO�DMJFOU�TFSWJDF�BOE�PUIFS�FME

4,077

697

5,807

1,965

㛆肫㆞䊨䧭Ꟁ

CHALIECO builds a career development platform for employees to meet the needs to improve their quality and 
tap their potential; establishes an employee promotion mechanism and builds a diversified channel for employee 
development; improves the talent incentive mechanism to encourage employees to grow. 
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鎯棴穉籽➃㆞⸈⚥ꍐ꧋㕰棴穉Ꟁ竷ざ盗椚䪮腊㛆鎯ծ竷ざ鳵Ⱆ䪮腊嫱娀ծ껷㾂⚥ꍐ㕜
ꥸ匉䊨玐䪮遮耶噟䪮腊㣐飓ծ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ匉⚥ꍐ꧋㕰痦㔋㾂ⶽ倝ⶽ䠑㣐飓ծ㸝Ⰼծ✝
帩棴穉畹飓ծ劥鿈倝㆞䊨Ⰶ耶㛆鎯瘝崞⹛䲿⼮㆞䊨稇颶ㄤ腊⸂կ鳵⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ闍㛔
莉鳵㸝Ⰼ欰欴盗椚ծ➃⸂顺彂ծ岁괏䱽ծ䋑㜥涮ծ鳵Ⱆ䪮腊ծ頿盗椚瘝 �⦐㼠겗闍㛔
㕠粕Ⱆ欰欴竤斉佖ꬠ涮㾝涸湱ꡠ㉏겗㾝噟❜崨ծ灇鎣㛆鎯կ�����䎃⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ稡
鎙㛆鎯 ����� ➃妃կ

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ稡鎙㛆鎯
12,546➃妃

$BSFFS�(SPXUI
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ꡠ䧃㆞䊨欰崞 $BSJOH�GPS�&NQMPZFFT�-JWFT�
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ帿Ⰶ澗鍒㆞䊨䊨⡲ㄤ欰崞銳宠溫䞔䍲䪜㔮ꨈ㆞䊨穉籽㾝鞮㺢㢴䕙涸㆞䊨崞⹛䲿⼮㆞䊨涸䎋犷䭷侷㟞
䓽⟱噟ⳕ翸⸂ㄤぢ䗱⸂կ
CHALIECO has a deep understanding of employees' work and life demands, sincerely helps employees in need, 
organizes a variety of employee activities, improves employees' happiness index, and enhances corporate cohesion 
and centripetal force.

ꡠ䗱ꡠ䠥㆞䊨㖈⯋傉僱眎ծ⚥猧瘝眎傈劍穉籽䣅㉏♧箁㆞䊨ծ㔮ꨈ耶䊨捀㆞䊨涮佞眎傈䣅㉏ㅷծ
欰傈跗祧ⵚ瘝雊㆞䊨䠭「ⵌ⟱噟涸影军կ���� 䎃氋䞔劍Ⱆ劥鿈䒊用㆞䊨椚녊㹔捀㆞䊨鍒寸
氋䞔劍涸椚녊ꨈ겗կ
Caring for employees: visiting frontline employees and employees in difficulties during New Year's 
Day, Spring Festival, Mid-Autumn Festival and other festivals, and presenting employees with holiday 
gifts and birthday cake. During the 2020 pandemic, the company's headquarters established a barber 
shop for employees to solve the problem of haircuts. 

㔮ꨈ㆞䊨䍲䪜Ⱆ䒊用㔮ꨈ㆞䊨䍲䪜Ꟁ佪堤ⵖ鋊眔㔮ꨈ䍲䪜㼠갪顺ꆄ
盗椚僈焷佹⸔眔㕠ծ䍲䪜겙䏞瘝窍✮㔮ꨈ㆞䊨刿㢴ꡠ䗱ㄤ䣅㉏䍲⸔
➭⦛鍒寸㻜ꥸ㔮ꨈկ
Assistance to employees in need: The company establishes a long-
term mechanism for assistance to employees in need, regulates the 
management of special funds for assistance in difficulties, clarifies the 
scope of assistance and the amount of assistance, etc., to give more care 
and condolences to employees in need, and help them solve practical 
difficulties. In 2020, CHALIECO invested a total of 761,800 yuan in 
employee assistance funds. 

㢴⯋俒⻊崞⹛Ⱆ䭯糵䲀鹍耶䊨⛓㹻䒊鏤穉籽㾝㆞䊨俒넒崞⹛鞮㺢㆞䊨噟긄欰崞կ
Multicultural activities: The company continues to organizes cultural and sports activities for 
employees, and enriches their spare-time lives. 

���� 䎃⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸⰟ䫏Ⰶ㆞䊨䍲䪜顺ꆄ

76.18蠜⯋
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Ꟁ尪ꤎ㸝䱗㼠鮦䱹鷐㆞䊨♳棴
$JOG�BSSBOHFE�TIVUUMF�CVT�GPS�FNQMPZFFT

���� 䎃 � 剢⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ闍㛔껷劍闍
*O�+VOF������UIF�STU�TFTTJPO�PG�UIF�$)"-*&$0�-FDUVSF�)BMM�JOJUJBUFE��

⚥ꍐ㿋匌䊨玐䪮遮剣ꣳⰖ穉籽㾝耶䊨麋⹛剚
0SHBOJ[F�BOE�DBSSZ�PVU�FNQMPZFF��TQPSUT�NFFUJOH
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顜ꤿꤎ㷸ꨭꍵ
-FBSO�GSPN�-FJGFOH�WPMVOUFFST�GSPN�(BNJ�QBSUJDJQBUFE�JO�WPMVOUBSZ�TFSWJDF

㿋匌䊨玐㷸ꨭꍵ
7PMVOUFFST�GSPN�4IBOEPOH�&OHJOFFSJOH�5FDIOPMPHZ�QBSUJDJQBUFE�JO�WPMVOUBSZ�TFSWJDF

䘋격剪 7PMVOUFFS�4FSWJDF
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䒾䳓㤀桏ծ䠥ծ✽⸔ծ鹍姿涸䘋격剪礵牟렽⺐㆞䊨莄䘋격剪穉籽䘋격罏剪⠀帿Ⰶ爢⼥
㾝㷸ꨭꍵ䘋격剪崞⹛㛆肫䧮捀➃➃ծ➃➃捀䧮涸葻㥩괏㼿կ���� 䎃⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ穉籽䘋격罏崞⹛ ��� 妃稡
鎙崞⹛ ���� 㼭儗կ
CHALIECO promotes the spirit of volunteer service of "dedication, friendship, mutual assistance, and progress", 
encourages employees to participate in voluntary service, organizes volunteer service teams, goes deep into the 
community to carry out volunteer service activities. In 2020, CHALIECO organized 116 volunteer activities, with a total 
of 1,191 activity hours. 
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礵ⲥ䪜顆 5BSHFUFE�1PWFSUZ�"MMFWJBUJPO
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ⿺♴㿂⟱噟帿Ⰶ顐䗢衅㻜럛⚥㣛ծ㕜ꤎ膧顆余㛚寸瘻鿈縭䭽撑窠础鋊ⷔծ瑲ⴀꅾ럊ծ湈⸂罜捀ծꆀ⸂罜
遤涸⾲鸑麔㹁럊䍲䪜ծ㛇燊鏤倶䒊鏤ծ䠥䗱䯩飨ծ嶊顥顆㔮㖑⼥鴌暵欴ㅷ瘝倰䒭琎噱莄礵ⲥ䪜顆կ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ
崣꽏꽏勠䎍鿈用駈䍲䪜㖑⼥㻜ꥸ銳㖈㛇燊鏤倶䒊鏤ծ欴噟佅䴂ծ侅肫ծ嶊顥ծ㽠噟瘝걅㚖琎噱础殥ծ㾝䍲䪜
⸔⸂顆㔮勠膧顆䶰䌨կ
CHALIECO and its subsidiaries have thoroughly implemented poverty alleviation and deployment, in accordance 
with the principle of "planning overall, highlighting key points, doing their best, and acting within their capabilities" 
through targeted assistance, infrastructure construction, donations, consuming agricultural products in poverty-
stricken areas to participate in targeted poverty alleviation. CHALIECO dispatched cadres to villages, based on the 
actual needs of the region, and actively planned and carried out assistance in the fields of infrastructure construction, 
industrial support, education, consumption, and employment to help poor villages get rid of poverty. 

���� 䎃⚥蒀猰䪮ծꟀꤎծꟀ尪ꤎㄤ顜ꤿꤎ �㹻✳秸⟱噟㹁럊䍲䪜涸 �⦐勠䊺Ⰼ鿈㻜植顆㔮勠䶰䌨䒊俒⟝用⽓顆
㔮䨩 ��� 䨩 ���� ➃䊺Ⰼ鿈㻜植膧顆կ
In 2020, all of villages supported by the four secondary enterprises of CHALIECO were lifted out of poverty, which 
benefited 408 poor households and 1,581 people.

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ ���� 䎃礵ⲥ䪜顆䫏Ⰶ$)"-*&$0T�*OWFTUNFOU�JO�5BSHFUFE�1PWFSUZ�"MMFWJBUJPO�JO������

䫏Ⰶ顺ꆄゎ暟顺䫔妴

䱰飑顆㔮㖑⼥欴ㅷ

捀㹁럊䪜顆勠䒸Ⰶ䍲䪜顺ꆄ

鼆崣䪜顆䎍鿈

䍲⸔ꌻ㈒顆㔮㖑⼥欴ㅷ

崣ⴀ꽏勠䊨⡲

Investment funds (including material 
discount)

Purchase of products from poor 
areas 

Introduction of assistance funds to 
poor areas 

Appointment of poverty alleviation 
cadres 

Selling products from poor areas 

Select and dispatch a work team in 
the village

1

4

2

5

3

6

蠜⯋

�ZVBO

蠜⯋

�ZVBO QFSTPO

蠜⯋

�ZVBO

ぜ

蠜⯋

�ZVBO

佅

�CSBODI

➃

�QFSTPO

47.35

203.96

511.2

4

35.6

3 9

473,500

2,039,600

5,112,000

4

356,000

3 9
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膧顆䶰䌨♶僽穅럊罜僽倝欰崞ծ倝㥅놽涸饰럊Ⱆ⿺♴㿂⟱噟㼞糒糵ꭗ㔿膧顆䧭佪焷⥂麧ⵌ䨩剣荝㺢騟勠
剣暵蒀欴噟纈滞佐Ⰶ㟞⸈꧋넒竤憘♶倬㡭㣐Ⰼ䲀鹍ꀀ勠䮷莇կ
Getting rid of poverty is not the end, but the starting point of new life and new struggle. The company and its 
subordinate enterprises will continue to consolidate the effect of getting rid of poverty, ensure that every household 
has away to get rich, the village has characteristic industries, the income of the masses increases, and the collective 
economy continues to grow comprehensively promote rural revitalization.

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ㹁럊䍲䪜䊨⡲㖑⼥$)"-*&$0T�EFTJHOBUFE�BSFBT�GPS�BTTJTUBODF�

屎⽂溁峫ꤿ䋑倝㸝簕⦌걧ꔩ桬勠
Wang Village, Cangtou Town, Xin'an 
County, Luoyang City, Henan Province 

顜䊜溁랶匌⽂蕐偛⣒偛荈屛䊜溁倶猥簕暋㣐㜥ꔩꆄ㗄勠
Jinkeng Village, Niudachang Town, 
Shibing County, Qiandongnan Miao 
and Dong Autonomous Prefecture, 
Guizhou Province 

廩⽂溁㬼䏀䋑꧱䂽簕尪㝦ꀀ字㻜勠
Minshi Village, Shatang Township, 
Shuangfeng County, Loudi City, 
Hunan Province  

廩⽂溁䧃⻊䋑尉꤯簕虦彯ꀀ넞㹻勠
GaoJia Village, LiXi Township, 
Yuanling County, Huaihua City, 
Hunan Province

⚥蒀猰䪮

Ꟁ尪ꤎ

顜ꤿꤎ

Ꟁꤎ

Ꟁꤎ䠥䗱⸔㷸
$IBOHLBO�JOTUJUVUF�IFMQJOH�QPPS�TUVEFOUT

CNPT

Cinf

Gami

Changkan Institute
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Ꟁ尪ꤎ䪜顆럊侅肫㛇ꆄ㉫⹛⭑䒭
-BVODIJOH�$FSFNPOZ�PG�$JOG�1PWFSUZ�"MMFWJBUJPO�&EVDBUJPO�'VOE

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ礵ⲥ䪜顆囘隗
)POPS�PG�$)"-*&$0�GPS�1PWFSUZ�"MMFWJBUJPO�

⚥蒀猰䪮꽏勠痦♧剅鎹湕䒄ꬠず䘋囘格倝㸝簕膧顆余㛚顀桏栀
Lu Tingge, the first secretary from CNPT in the village, won the "Poverty 
Alleviation Contribution Award" of Xin'an County 

⚥蒀猰䪮》䖤 ���� 䎃峫ꤿ兰腊䪜顆禹窠鎹ꏖⰆ颶ꆀ嫱飓㕰넒痦♧ぜ
CNPT won the first prize of Team Competitionin Louyang Smart Poverty 
Alleviation System Data Entry Quality Competition

顜ꤿꤎ꽏勠痦♧剅鎹勚䕒ず䘋囘格顜䊜溁⮚猖痦♧剅鎹ծⰌ䊜⮚猖䴂랶匌⽂䎍鿈
Li Tong, the first secretary from the Gami in the village, was awarded the 
outstanding first secretary of Guizhou Province and the outstanding cadre in 
Qiandongnan Miao and Dong Autonomous Prefecture 

顜ꤿꤎ鄄鐱捀Ⰼ䊜⮚猖䍲䪜⟱噟ծⰌ簕⮚猖䍲䪜⟱噟
Gami was rated as excellent helping enterprises in Qiandongnan Miao and 
Dong Autonomous Prefecture

顜ꤿꤎⰌ顺㶩Ⱆ顜ꤿ倝㸙䒊鏤湋椚剣ꣳⰖ鄄鐱捀Ⰼ簕⮚猖䍲䪜㋲⡙
Guiyang Xinyu Construction Supervision Co.,Ltd, Gami’s wholly owned 
subsidiary, was rated as the Shibing County's outstanding aid units

Ꟁꤎ䪜顆䊨⡲㖈廩⽂溁㨼穉籽鿈穉籽涸䎃䏞罌呍鐱㹁⚥鐱㹁捀⮚猖瘝妃
Poverty alleviation work team dispatched by Changkan Institute was highly 
recognized by organization department of Hunan Provincial Party committee 
and rated A level in the assessment
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$BTF
�顜䊜溁倶猥簕暋㣐㜥ꔩꆄ㗄勠⡙倴㣐㿋帿贕歋倴䟅⸌涸荈搬橇㞯衅䖔涸㛇燊鏤倶
䧭捀ꔩ酭㈔♧涸✳顆㔮勠Ⰼ勠鱧 �� ⦐勠字穉 ��� 䨩 ���� ➃剣顆㔮➃〡 ��� 䨩
��� ➃կ
���� 䎃 � 剢顜ꤿꤎ鼆崣勚䕒饬ꆄ㗄勠衅㻜䪜顆䊨⡲կ㖈㼩勠䞔鹍遤帿Ⰶ澗鍒䖔勚䕒
寸㹁筝筝㕠粕涮㾝ꆄ㗄勠竤憘䒊鏤鸎♧⚥䗱䓽⻊棴㶩䒊鏤ծ㛇燊䒊鏤ծ俒⻊䒊鏤ծ字
欰䒊鏤剣佪㻜倶穡㼩䍲䪜鎙殥䍲⸔顆㔮䨩膧顆կ
顜ꤿꤎ莄勠Ⰾ㨼♧荝佅䭯鸎♧䍲䪜䙼騟կ㖈勚䕒涸⼿锄ꂁざ穉籽♴顜ꤿꤎ捀ꆄ㗄勠䫏
Ⰶ䍲䪜顺ꆄゎ暟顺ծ鏤鎙顥瘝���� 蠜⯋կⰦ⚥湬䱹䫏Ⰶ欽倴㛇燊鏤倶 ���� 蠜⯋ծ
欴噟䪜顆 �蠜⯋ծ俒⻊侅肫 �蠜⯋ծꄳ派遺欰 ��� 蠜⯋ծ颋拄佹憘鷐影军 ��� 蠜⯋䍲
⸔䒸鹍ぐ顺ꆄゎ搁⮉ㄤ剣⮉���� ⡮蠜⯋䍲⸔顆㔮䨩㻜植㽠噟 �➃㻜植
佐Ⰶ �� ⡮蠜⯋կ
���� 䎃 � 剢 �� 傈顜䊜溁➃字佟䏎姻䒭䪠ⲥ倶猥Ⰼ簕䧭⸆膧顆䶰䌨顜ꤿꤎ럛䒊䪜顆
럊ꆄ㗄勠⟄钡〳䏞 ����涸⮚殯䧭籑膧顆ⴀկ

呩⢾礵ⲥ䍲䪜䧭佪곏䭗䭗溫䞔怐ꆄ㗄 呩⢾
Targeted Poverty Alleviation in Jinkeng

捀ꆄ㗄勠䫏Ⰶ䍲䪜顺ꆄ

䍲⸔䒸鹍ぐ顺ꆄゎ剣⮉ㄤ搁⮉

45.5蠜⯋

1,000⡮蠜⯋
Jinkeng Village, Niudachang Town, Shibing County, Guizhou Province, is located deep 
in the mountains. Due to the harsh natural environment and outdated infrastructure, it 
has become the only second-class poor village in the town. The whole village has 14 
villager groups with 596 households and 2,021 people among which 566 people in 148 
households in poverty. 

In March 2018, the Gami appointed Li Tong to go to Jinkeng Village to implement 
poverty alleviation work. After in-depth understanding of the village situation, Li Tong 
decided to focus on the development of Jinkeng Village's economic construction 
center, strengthen team construction, infrastructure construction, cultural construction, 
and people's livelihood construction, and effectively implement the paired assistance 
program to help poor households get out of poverty.

The Gami and the two village committees unanimously supported this idea of 
assistance. Under the coordination of Li Tong, Gami invested 455,000 yuan in 
assistance funds (including materials, design fees, etc.) for Jinkeng Village. Among 
them, 168,000 yuan was directly invested for infrastructure, 30,000 yuan for industrial 
poverty alleviation, 10,000 yuan for culture and education, 15,000 yuan for medical 
and health care, and 32,000 yuan for disaster relief. Besides, more than 10 million yuan 
of various funds were introduced (including free and paid); Li Tong helped poverty-
stricken households to achieve 5 labor employment, and achieved labor income of 
more than 400,000 yuan. 

On April 24, 2019, the People's Government of Guizhou Province officially recognized 
that Shibings County successfully out of poverty and the Gami's Poverty Alleviation 
Point in Jinkeng Village was listed as an excellent achievement. 
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氋䫒氋 'JHIU�BHBJOTU�$07*%���
���� 䎃ⴲ倝ⱟ肽拧氋䞔瑲㥵Ⱖ⢵կ㼩氋䞔㓃䃔䕎⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ钡溫顐䗢绡鵛䎂籎剅鎹ծ勚⯘䓽籎椚㼩氋䞔⡲ⴀ涸
ꅾ銳䭷爙礵牟Ⰼ衅㻜⚥ꍐ꧋㕰럛穉ꡠ倴氋䞔䱽涸銳宠鴽鸟遤⹛ծワ㺙鿈縭窠础⨞㥩氋䞔䱽ㄤ䗁䊨䗁欴ぐ갪
⟣捀䩧飶氋䞔䱽꣖乹䨞顀桏⸂ꆀկ
At the beginning of 2020, the Covid-19 strikes suddenly. Faced with the severe situation of the epidemic, CHALIECO 
earnestly implemented the spirit of the important instructions given by General Secretary Xi Jinping and Premier 
Li Keqiang to the epidemic, fully implemented the requirements of the Chinalco's Party on epidemic prevention 
and control, acted quickly and carefully deployed, and coordinated the prevention and control of the epidemic to 
contribute to winning the fight against the epidemic.

氋䞔㽠僽ㄐ⟁䱽㽠僽顑⟣կ氋䞔凐涮䖔捀焷⥂ぐ갪䊨⡲衅ⵌ㻜贕⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䧭用歋⚺銳걅㼫䱦䌃ծ棴㶩䧭㆞Ⰼ넒
⸈涸갸倝㘗ⱟ朜氻嫫䠭厩肽拧䊨⡲걅㼫㼭穉⚛穉䒊걅㼫㼭穉鳵Ⱆ㹔ぐ鿈ծぐ㋲⡙鴽鸟㔐䥰Ⰼ㸝䱗鿈縭
㾵㾵㠹㻜䱽顑⟣կ穡ざ氋䞔䱽䡿⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ鼨⿺儗穉籽灇瑕ぐ倶䊨⟱噟ծ갪湡鿈眎䖔䗁䊨✲㹆窠础㾝氋䞔
䱽ㄤ竤斉欰欴䊨⡲կ��
The epidemic is the order, and prevention is company's responsibility. After the outbreak, in order to ensure the 
implementation of various tasks, CHALIECO established a leading group for the prevention of COVID-19, and 
established a leading group office. All departments and units responded quickly to comprehensively arrange 
for deployment, and layered implementation of prevention and control responsibilities. In light of the epidemic 
prevention and control situation, CHALIECO also promptly organized research on the resumption of work by 
construction companies and project departments, and coordinated the development of epidemic prevention and 
control and operation and production.  

㓃呔衅㻜䱽顑⟣�4USJDUMZ�JNQMFNFOUJOH�QSFWFOUJPO�BOE�DPOUSPM�SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT
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氋䞔涮欰䖔⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䨾㿂⟱噟ㄤ䑝㣐耶䊨琎噱䯩妴䯩暟佅䴂氋䞔䫒乹⟄㻜ꥸ遤⹛捀氋䞔䱽♧箁䲿⣘佅䭯ㄤ⥂ꥻ
ざ鎙䯩顺䯩暟麧ⵌ ����� 蠜⯋կ
After the outbreak of the COVID-19, CHALIECO's subsidiaries and employees actively donated money and materials 
to support the fight against the epidemic, and provided support for the front line of epidemic prevention and control 
with practical actions. The total donations reached 145,900 yuan. 

䑝岌㾝䯩妴䯩暟&YUFOTJWFMZ�DBSSZJOH�PVU�EPOBUJPOT

㼩氋䞔㓃䃔㣐罌⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ湬㔮ꨈ鵓ꨈ罜♳㛚䭯氋䞔䱽莄䗁䊨䗁欴Ⰾ䩛䫋ծⰎ♶铏䒊用♲秸氋䞔䱽ծ
䗁䊨䗁欴盗椚넒禹ⵖ㹁⽪涮շ倶䊨植㜥倝ⱟ肽拧䱽䊨⡲㻜倶倰呩ոշꡠ倴⸈䘯㖈䒊갪湡䗁䊨䗁欴涸䭷㼫䠑鋅ո瘝
㖈䱽㥩氋䞔涸䲿♴⸈䓽欰欴竤斉穉籽盗椚Ⰼ⸂⟄饬⥂ꅾ럊갪湡ⴔ秸ⴔ㾵䫋㻜⨞稣欰欴竤斉䊨⡲կず儗ぐ⟱噟
琎噱穡ざ荈魧⮚㾝⥌䜂⻊ծ䪮遮⻊䥰欽涮⸔⸂㸝Ⰼ䗁䊨䗁欴կ䨔荛 ���� 䎃 � 剢䏀Ⱆ ��� 긄⦐갪湡Ⰼ鿈
䗁䊨䗁欴䖤ⵌ㖑倰佟䏎ㄤ㯮넒涸䑝岌ꡠ岤կ
Faced with the severe examination of the epidemic, CHALIECO insisted on the prevention and control of the 
epidemic and the resumption of production with both hands. The company established a three-level management 
system for epidemic prevention and control, resumption of production and production, and formulated and issued 
the " Implementation Plan for the Virus Prevention at Construction Sites" and "Guiding Opinions on Accelerating 
the Resumption of Work and Production of Projects Under Construction", etc. Under the premise of preventing and 
controlling the epidemic, we also strengthened the organization and management of production and operation 
to protect key projects, and grasp at different levels. At the same time, all branches actively combined their own 
advantages to carry out informatization and technological application development to help safe resumption of work 
and production. As of the end of March 2020, all of the company's more than 200 projects have resumed operation, 
which has highly recognized by local governments and the media. 

琼姿䲀鹍䗁䊨䗁欴�4UFBEJMZ�QSPNPUJOH�UIF�SFTVNQUJPO�PG�XPSL�

㿋匌䊨玐⥌䜂䪮遮⚥䗱涮 �㤛㢪⢵➃㆞氋䞔䱽䩛堤 "11ⶽ倝⥌䜂涬鎹垷䒭怐駈氋䞔劍⟱噟㼩㢪⢵倶䊨➃㆞⥌䜂盗䱽涸銳剣佪⸔⸂⟱噟氋䗁䊨
5IF�*OGPSNBUJPO�5FDIOPMPHZ�$FOUFS�PG�$IBMJFDP�4IBOEPOH�&OHJOFFSJOH�5FDIOPMPHZ�EFWFMPQFE���TFUT�PG�NPCJMF�BQQT�GPS�FQJEFNJD�DPOUSPM�BOE�JOOPWBUFE�JOGPSNBUJPO�SFHJTUSBUJPO�NPEFMT�UP�NFFU�UIF�OFFET�PG�FOUFSQSJTFT�GPS�JOGPSNBUJPO�NBOBHFNFOU�BOE�DPOUSPM�PG�NJHSBOUT�EVSJOH�UIF�FQJEFNJD�BOE�FFDUJWFMZ�IFMQ�FOUFSQSJTFT�UP�SFTVNF�XPSL�JO�FQJEFNJD�QSFWFOUJPO�BOE�DPOUSPM�
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⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸぐ䧭㆞⟱噟窠础䫋㥩氋䞔䱽ծ䗁䊨䗁欴䊨⡲㖈⨞㥩ꅾ럊䊨噟갪湡倶䊨涸ず儗琎噱䲀鹍ㄤ⥂ꥻꅾ럊字欰䊨
玐䗁䊨կꨢ⽂䲀鹍♲⼥♲䊜䪜顆余㛚涸ꅾ럊䊨玐戂宐 �꿴尣✳秸Ⱆ騟갪湡ծ屎⽂㸝ꤿ⚥匌㷆勠啟佖갪湡瘝
♧䪠字欰䊨玐갪湡㢴莉䲃㾝氋䊨⡲剣䎸䲀鹍갪湡䗁䊨䪾倝ⱟ肽拧氋䞔㼩倶䊨鹍䏞涸䕧갠꣭ⵌ剒⡛կ
The member companies of CHALIECO have coordinated efforts to prevent and control the epidemic, resume 
operation. While doing a good job in the construction of key industrial projects, they actively promoted the 
resumption of key livelihood projects. Yunnan promoted a number of livelihood projects such as the "Lushui-
Tengchong" secondary road project and the Zhongdongmeng Villiage shantytown renovation in Anyang, Henan, 
which are key projects for poverty alleviation, and carried out epidemic prevention work in an orderly manner. The 
resumption of the project has minimized the impact of the pandemic on the construction progress.

⥂ꥻꅾ럊字欰䊨玐䒊鏤�&OTVSJOH�UIF�DPOTUSVDUJPO�PG�LFZ�MJWFMJIPPE�QSPKFDUT

$BTF
捀⨞㥩䗁䊨䖔㆞䊨涸㸝Ⰼ⥂ꥻ傹ꤎ䲿ⴀ灇醢秋㢪庠影⭑䥰䚉荈欽Ⰼ
⸂⥂ꥻ氋䞔䱽鏤⪓⣘䥰涸倰呩կ傹ꤎ㪭嵳⥌䜂⻊ⴔⰖ䱹ⵌ⟣䖔
ⴔ䊨ざ⡲뢶遤⹛娛儗 �㣔㸤䧭秋㢪庠影⭑涸鏤鎙ծ穉酤ㄤ锄鑑䧭⸆灇涮
ⴀ痦♧〵垺堤կ竤麔莄ꄳ欽庠影⭑鹍遤呍뀿鑪秋㢪庠影⭑籎넒铏䊵㖈遤噟
垥彋眔㕠Ⰺ〳欽✵➃㆞傈䌢庠影⢪欽կ
In order to ensure the safety of employees after the resumption of work, the 
Kunming Survey and Design Institute put forward the plan of "developing 
infrared thermometers for emergency use and ensuring the supply of 
epidemic prevention and control equipment". After receiving the task, the 
Weihai Information Technology Branch of the Kunming Survey and Design 
Institute took 9 days to complete the design, assembly and commissioning 
of the infrared thermometer, and successfully developed the first prototype. 
After verification with a medical thermometer, the overall error of the 
infrared thermometer is within the industry standard range and can be used 
for daily temperature measurement. 

呩⢾傹ꤎ䥰䚉灇涮秋㢪庠影⭑⸔⸂䗁䊨䗁欴 呩⢾

⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸⴗ㻜⥂ꥻ㆞䊨欰ㄐ㸝Ⰼㄤ魧䗱⨴䐀䒊用➃㆞〵颹ㄤ⦐➃⨴䐀俒⟝呩㓃呔㻜遤傈㜡デꨪ㜡デⵖ䏞
礵ⲥ䱍䳣㆞䊨遤玐⹛䡿ㄤ⨴䐀朜屣琎噱捀㆞䊨䱰飑涮佞氋暟顺㾝㆞䊨䗱椚⨴䐀毜㼫㹒⫄兜⿺氋䞔䱽濼陏
眠暖㆞䊨欰ㄐ㸝Ⰼㄤ魧䗱⨴䐀箁կⰌ䎃Ⱆ鵛 ����� ぜ㆞䊨搁♧⢾䠭厩կ
CHALIECO effectively guarantees the safety and physical and mental health of employees, establishes personnel 
accounts and personal health files, and strictly implements the "daily report" and "zero report" system to accurately 
grasp the dynamics and health status of employees. By providing epidemic prevention materials for employees, 
carrying out employee mental health counseling, and publicizing epidemic prevention knowledge, the company built 
a line of medical defense for employee. Throughout the year, nearly 15,000 employees in the company, no case of 
infection reported. 

⥂ꥻ㆞䊨㸝Ⰼ⨴䐀&OTVSJOH�UIF�TBGFUZ�BOE�IFBMUI�PG�FNQMPZFFT�

The infrared thermometers by the Kunming Survey and Design Institute helps resumption of work and production 
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���� 䎃Ⱆ⟄呍䗱䪮遮ㄤ䧭劥⮚㻜植嵳㢪䋑㜥涸倝瑲灶倝砝㹁㢴⦐갪湡
In 2020, the company has achieved new breakthroughs in overseas markets with its core technology and cost 
advantages, and have signed a number of new projects: 

㞯㢪噟䬪㾝�#VTJOFTT�FYQBOTJPO�BCSPBE

㞯㢪㾶顑 1FSGPSNJOH�EVUJFT�BCSPBE
⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䤊诓䪮遮捀⯓㼫涸꧋秉涮㾝垷䒭捀㢴갪嵳㢪䊨玐䲿⣘䊨玐鏤鎙莄镩鑉ծ䊨玐籎䪬⺫ծ鏤⪓⣘顉瘝剪
僽⚆歲ꍐ䊨噟涸⚺銳䪮遮⣘䥰㉁⛓♧ぢⰌ椕侷⼧⦐㕜㹻ㄤ㖑⼥鱑ⴀ䪮遮ծ鏤⪓ㄤ⚛莄㕜ꥸ⟱噟ծ猰灇堤圓瘝䒊
用饰ざ⡲ꡠ⤙⚛䩧鸣⟄⽪㽲ㄤ馊⽂捀㛇燊涸匌⽂❏㛇㖑ծ⟄䎘Ⰺ❏ㄤⶍ卓ꆄ捀㛇燊涸ꬋ崍㛇㖑ծ⟄ㆁ讌⯘ㄤ㝜し⯘倛
㗞捀㛇燊涸⤜铃⼥㛇㖑ծ⟄㨼Ⰺ榰䬘ㄤ猽뉓捀㛇燊涸繠崍㛇㖑⟄⿺⟄纏㣐ⵄ笞倛哆度ꨵ鍒ꍐ䑖�&14�籎⺫갪湡捀㛇燊
涸姗崍䋑㜥噟㛇㖑կ
Relying on the intensive development model of "technology as the leader", CHALIECO provides engineering design 
and consulting, EPC, equipment supply and other services for a number of overseas projects, exporting technology, 
equipment and labor services to dozens of countries and regions, and establishing cooperative relations with 
international enterprises and scientific research institutions. We have built Southeast Asian bases based on Indonesia 
and Vietnam, African bases based on Guinea and the Democratic Republic of Congo, and Russian-speaking base 
based in Kazakhstan and Tajikistan, the American base based in Venezuela and Peru, and the European market 
business base based on the EPS turnkey project of the electrolytic aluminum plant in Italy.

⽪㽲䎃欴 ��� 蠜㑙ⲅꆄ秸孻⻊ꍐ갪湡 &1$籎䪬⺫갪湡
��������51"��	FYQBOEBCMF
�4NFMUFS�(SBEF�"MVNJOB�3FOFSZ�.FNQBXBI�1SPKFDU

㙩⿺䎃欴 ��� 蠜㑙轠秙ꏈ갪湡倶䊨籎䪬⺫갪湡
5IF�HFOFSBM�DPOUSBDUJOH�QSPKFDU�GPS�UIF�DPOTUSVDUJPO�PG�UIF���������UPOT�PG�SFCBS�QSPKFDU�JO�&HZQU�
⽪䏞孻⻊ꍐ仌䒊갪湡鏤鎙갪湡
%FTJHO�QSPKFDU�GPS�BMVNJOB�GBDUPSZ�FYQBOTJPO�JO�*OEJB�

ⶍ卓ꆄ憈岁ꋜꉇⲅ摎鏤鎙갪湡
8FU�1SPDFTT�$PQQFS�$PCBMU�4NFMUJOH�%FTJHO�1SPKFDU�PG�%FNPDSBUJD�3FQVCMJD�PG�UIF�$POHP

㖈⚥㕜贕倴倝ⱟ肽拧氋䞔䱽涸ꡠ꒳儗劍⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ剎㖈嵳㢪ざ⡲㣍⠶涸렳⸂湱⸔♴䖰嵳㢪䱰飑暟顺痦♧儗涮㔐
㕜Ⰺկ㕼羭Ⱖծ⽪㽲瘝㕜ざ⡲㣍⠶鼨ぢⰖ⿺䧭㆞⟱噟䯩飨氋暟顺կ
倝ⱟ肽拧氋䞔ぢⰌ椕仌侔䖔鿈ⴔ嵳㢪ざ⡲㣍⠶筝緃氋暟顺⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ⿺䧭㆞⟱噟⿺儗⠽ⴀ䴂䩛ぢ㨼Ⰺ榰䬘ծ⽪㽲ծ
纏㣐ⵄծ岁㕜ծꯒ㕜瘝㕜湱ꡠ⟱噟䯩飨〡縟ծ隋剪瘝氋暟顺鋅阮⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ莄嵳㢪ざ⡲㣍⠶㸛劅湱⸔ծⰟ⯘儗葾
涸䝖ꨈ溫䞔կ

㸛劅湱⸔Ⱏ⯘儗葾,FFQ�XBUDIJOH�BOE�IFMQ�FBDI�PUIFS�UP�PWFSDPNF�UIF�EJGGJDVMUJFT�UPHFUIFS�
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When China is in a critical period of fighting the virus, CHALIECO has purchased some materials from overseas 
with the help of partners and sent them back to China as soon as possible. Partners in Turkey, Indonesia and other 
countries also donated some anti-epidemic materials to the company and member companies. 

After the global spread of the COVID-19, some overseas partners were short of protective materials. CHALIECO and 
its branches gave a helping hand in time, donating masks, protective materials to relevant companies in Venezuela, 
Indonesia, Italy, France, South Korea and other countries. This witnessed CHALIECO and its overseas partners 
"helping and supporting each other and overcoming difficulties together". 

纏㣐ⵄ笞倛哆ꨵ鍒ꍐ佖鸣갪湡
&MFDUSPMZUJD�"MVNJOVN�3FDPOTUSVDUJPO�1SPKFDU�JO�*UBMZ�

ꆚ㼩嵳㢪氋䞔涮㾝㻜ꥸ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ⽪涮շꡠ倴㖈㞯㢪倝ⱟ肽拧氋䞔䱽⚥涮䳸럛穉籽䨞놽㜃㡁ㄤ럛㆞⯓ꍵ垷眔⡲欽涸鸑
濼ոշ⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䊨剚ꡠ倴㖈氋䞔䱽劍ꡠ䗱ꡠ䠥嵳㢪㆞䊨涸鸑濼ո㺙ⴗꡠ岤嵳㢪➃㆞欰ㄐ㸝Ⰼ琎噱础⪓氋暟顺
⹛䡿锄侮䥰䚉갸呩捀Ⰼ넒㞯㢪㆞䊨Ⱏ ��� ➃飑顠氋䞔➃魧䠑㢪ꦖկず儗⿺儗捀嵳㢪㆞䊨㹻䏭鷐ꡠ䧃ծ䱗䣮鍒ꨈ
鍒寸㞯㢪㆞䊨涸䖔곂⛓䣮կ
In response to the spread of the overseas pandemic, CHALIECO issued the "Notice on Playing the Role of Party as 
Fighting Fortress to Fright Against the Pandemic Overseas" and "Notice of the CHALIECO on Caring for Overseas 
Employees During the Period of Pandemic", paying close attention to the health of overseas personnel, actively 
preparing anti-epidemic supplies, dynamically adjusting emergency plans, and purchasing personal accident 
insurance for all 427 overseas employees. At the same time, the company supported trouble-shooting for the families 
of overseas employees in a timely manner, so as to solve the worries of overseas employees. 

ꡠ岤㞯㢪㆞䊨⨴䐀1BZ�BUUFOUJPO�UP�UIF�IFBMUI�PG�PWFSTFBT�FNQMPZFFT

$BTF
� 剢 � 傈#PB 갪湡淼䌞鱑鷐禹窠䌞俱ꅾ鯺耡锄♧妃䧭⸆垥钟衼⚥㕜㖈䎘Ⰺ❏䫏顺剒㣐ꍐ㕼燳갪湡Ⰼ箁顐鸑䫏麋
⛲䠑衼⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ剚䨞銯ꬋ❜ⴀ♧⟧怐䠑瘷⽷կ
䎘Ⰺ❏ #PB ꍐ㕼燳燳㿋갪湡⡙倴ꬋ崍䎘Ⰺ❏⽇岁溁⽇岁䋑匌⻌鿈僽⚥ꍐ꧋㕰ꅾ㣐嵳㢪笂㖑䊨玐⪓「Ⰼ椕ꍐ遤噟ꡠ
岤կ갪湡荈㉫⹛⟄⢵⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ⯎ⴔ涮䳸䪮遮⮚䖰 #PB 갪湡寸瘻ծ锒ⴼⱄⵌ䒊䧭Ⰼ麔玐莄镩鑉ծ鏤鎙ծ倶䊨
瘝䊨⡲կ

呩⢾⚥ꍐ㕜ꥸ䧭㆞⟱噟䪬䒊涸䎘Ⰺ❏#PB 갪湡呍䗱䊨玐格ぐ倰넞䏞鐱⭆ 呩⢾
The core project of the Boffa project in Guinea undertaken by a member company of CHALIECO has 
been highly praised by all parties 
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䎘Ⰺ❏#PB 갪湡 'BUBMB 屎俷䬘堀
5IF�'BUBMB�3JWFS�$BCMF�TUBZFE�#SJEHF�PG�(VJOFB�#PB�1SPKFDU�

馊⽂➋㛇孻⻊ꍐ䊨玐갪湡揬敮旯
$BMDJOBUPS�PG�"MVNJOB�1SPKFDU�JO�7JFUOBN

On April 6th, the belt conveyor system of the Boffa project was successfully adjusted with heavy loads, marking the 
completion of China's investment in Guinea's largest bauxite project. It also means that CHALIECO's "exploration" in 
West Africa got great recognition.

The Boffa bauxite mine project in Guinea is located in the northeast of Boffa City, Bofa Province, Guinea, Africa. It is a 
major overseas greenfield project of Chinalco Group and has attracted the attention of the global aluminum industry. 
Since the project was launched, CHALIECO has given full play to its technological advantages, from decision-making, 
negotiation to completion of the Boffa project, and participating in consultation, design, and construction throughout 
the entire process. 

In August 2016, Cinf formed the Boffa project team to carry out conceptual design research on the development of 
Boffa bauxite resources in Guinea, implement project resource surveys, prepare project feasibility reports, provide 
reliable support for Chinalco and the Guinea government. Based on the outstanding performance in the early stage, 
Cinf immediately undertook the overall design task of the Boffa project and sent 12 batches of personnel to the site 
for technical services such as construction, construction, test run, and production. 

During the trial production and construction of the project, the Project Department of Sixth Metallurgical Company 
and China Nonferrous Metals Industry’s 12th Metallurgical Construction Co., Ltd. overcame the obstacles such as lack 
of electricity and water, as well as the shortage of materials, equipment and construction materials to ensure living 
conditions on time. With the efforts of the member companies of CHALIECO, the Boffa project has successively 
completed a cable-stayed bridge in 303 days closure, 23km long-distance off-road belts in 246 days, and steel 
structure installation joints in 162 days, which were highly recognized by the Chinese Ambassador to Guinea, and the 
clients.

During the construction of the project, CHALIECO also helped the local community improve the road and bridge 
traffic conditions, carried out local procurement, recruited local personnel to work, and leased local equipment to 
help the economic development of the surrounding communities in the mining area.
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劅㾝
2021 is the first year of the "14th Five-Year Plan", and the 100th anniversary of the founding of the Communist Party of China, 
which is also vital to CHALIECO's reform, innovation and development. CHALIECO will continue to adhere to Xi Jinping's Thoughts 
on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics in the New Era, firm the confidence in development, strengthen value management, 
and take the initiative to make comprehensive changes. Being driven by technological innovation and in-depth research on key 
technologies, we will inject new impetus into the development of the enterprise. Being market-oriented, we will consolidate the 
market position in the traditional non-ferrous industry, and enhance the efficiency and scale of the company's emerging business. 
Taking green development as the keynote, we will promote innovation on environmental protection and energy saving to realize the 
harmonious relation between enterprises and the environment. Actively responding to the Belt and Road Initiative, we will deeply 
promote overseas markets, and continue to stimulate new momentum for high-quality development of enterprises.  

Thousands of sails in the rivers and seas are rising, ready for the new journey. CHALIECO will also continue to bravely assume new 
missions, seek new achievement, enhance its corporate competitiveness, innovation, influence and anti-risk capabilities to create 
a world-class non-ferrous metal engineering company with international competitiveness. 
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A: Environment

Aspect A1: Emissions

General disclosure

A1.1 The types of emissions and respective emissions data 1�����
A1.2

Greenhouse gas emissions in total (in tons) and, where appropriate, intensity (e.g. perunit of production volume, per 

facility)
1�����

A1.3
Total hazardous waste produced (in tons) and, where appropriate, intensity (e.g. perunit of production volume, per 

facility)
1�����

A1.4
Total non-hazardous waste produced (in tons) and, where appropriate, intensity (e.g.per unit of production volume, per 

facility)
1�����

A1.5 Description of the emission targets set and the steps taken to achieve them 1�����
A1.6

Description of how hazardous and non-hazardous wastes are handled, the waste reduction goals set

and the steps taken to achieve these goals
1�����

Aspect A2: Use of resources

General disclosure

A2.1
Direct and/or indirect energy consumption by type (e.g. electricity, gas or oil) in total (kWh in '000s) and intensity (e.g. 

per unit of production volume, per facility)
1�����

A2.2 Water consumption in total and intensity (e.g. per unit of production volume, perfacility) 1�����
A2.3 Description of energy use efficiency targets set and the steps taken to achieve these goals 1�����
A2.4

Description of issuesif anyin sourcing water that is fit for purpose, And the water efficiency set and the steps taken 
to achieve these goals

1�����
A2.5 Total packaging material used for finished products (in tons) and, if applicable, with reference to per unit produced *SSFMFWBOU�JOEJDBUPS

Aspect A3: Environment and natural resources

General disclosure

A3.1
Description of the significant impacts of activities on the environment and natural resources and the actions taken to 

manage them
1�����

Aspect A4: Climate change

General disclosure

A4.1 Description the major climate related issues that have and may have an impact on the issuer, and the response actions 1�����
B: Society

Employment and Labor Practice

Aspect B1: Employment

General disclosure

B1.1 Total workforce by gender, employment type (e.g. full-time or part-time), age group and geographical region 1�����
B1.2 Employee turnover rate by gender, age group and geographical region 1�����

Aspect B2: Health and safety

General disclosure

B2.1 Number and rate of work-related fatalities in the past three years (including reporting years) 1�����
B2.2 Lost days due to work injury 1�����
B2.3 Description of energy use efficiency targets set and the steps taken to achieve these goals 1�����

General Disclosures and KPIs Page No.Chapter
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Aspect B5: Supply chain management

General disclosure

B5.1 Number of suppliers by geographical region 1�����
B5.2

Description of practices relating to engaging suppliers, number of suppliers where the practices are being implemented, 

how they are implemented and monitored
1�����

B5.3
Description of identifying environmental and social risks in each link of the supply chain, as well as relevant 

implementation and monitoring methods
1�����

B5.4
Description of promoting multi-use environmental protection products and services in selecting suppliers, and the 

relevant implementation and monitoring methods
1�����

General Disclosures and KPIs Page No.Chapter

Aspect B3: Development and training

General disclosure

B3.1 The percentage of employees trained by gender and employee category (e.g. senior management, middle management) 1�����
B3.2 The average training hours completed per employee by gender and employee category 1�����

Aspect B4: Labor guidelines

General disclosure

B4.1 Description of measures to review employment practices to avoid child and forced labor 1�����
B4.2 Description of steps taken to eliminate such practices when discovered 1�����

Aspect B6: Product responsibility

General disclosure

B6.1 Percentage of total products sold or shipped subject to recalls for safety and health reasons
*SSFMFWBOU�JOEJDBUPS

B6.2 Number of products and service-related complaints received and how they are dealt with 1�����
B6.3 Description of practices relating to observing and protecting intellectual property rights 1�����
B6.4 Description of quality assurance process and recall procedures 1�����
B6.5 Description of consumer data protection and privacy policiesimplementation and monitoring methods

*SSFMFWBOU�JOEJDBUPS
Aspect B7: Anti-corruption

General disclosure

B7.1
Number of concluded legal cases regarding corrupt practices brought against the issuer or its employees during the 

reporting period and the outcomes of the cases
1�����

B7.2 Description of preventive measures and whistle-blowing procedures, how they are implemented and monitored 1�����
B7.3 Description of anti-corruption training provided to directors and employees 1�����

Community

Aspect B8: Community investment

General disclosure

B8.1 Focus areas of contribution (e.g. education, environmental concerns, labor needs, health, culture, sport) 1�����
B8.2 Resources contributed (e.g. money or time) to the focus area 1�����


